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ABSTPLCT 
m e  objective of chis research is to examine police 
officer attitudes concerning their communities and their 
policing roles and how these attitirzes relate to communicy 
policing. More specifically, this ehaeie explores the 
acriLiiles of experienced police officers who were trained and 
scciai~red to perfom in the traditional modal of policing and 
are zcw expectad to perform new mlea under the new cornmuicy 
policlnq pkiloso7hy. Co these officers pcsaeos the required 
+ttic;;des to conduct community policins or is re-training and 
:=-sscialiration needed? 
Police ofElcer o;cupacional socialization Is reviewed and 
lissussed from the pre-entry career decision co become a 
poiice officer through to their field training as probacianary 
oFfxcers.  The attitudes of 150 RcMP officers .scroso '-.he 
p- orlnce . ' 02 Nova scotia are examined irsing a ciased-ended 
west-lomaire with most variables measvred on a Llkert scale. 
The pestioMaire measures six dirferent atricudinal 
indicators related to pclicing; three indicators are 
assaciaced with .traditional policing' (crime control 
I 
orientation. orientation towards the use o t  force and 
orientation towsrde police solidarity) and rhree are related 
co 'cornnunicy policing' (service orientation, orientation 
toward community cooperat~on and orientation toward commvniry 
SYPPOL-~). 
The findings for =he research indicate that the sample 
has a moderately low to low orientation cowards a11 three 
indicators of traditional policing (crime control orientation, 
0rienCaCion toward force and orientation towards police 
solidarityl. Thcac findings indicate that the sample has an 
attitude that is more consistent with rhe goals and methods of 
commnnity policing than those of traditional policing. 
In the same vein. ihe sample has a moderately high to 
high eer~ice orrentation, a high orientation towards community 
ccoperation and a moderately high to high orientation towards 
community supporr. These findings indicate that officers are 
oriented favourably towards the indicators of community 
policing. Hence, the findings for this sanple suggest chat 
officers do possess the required attitudes to conducr 
canunullity policing while a c  the same time raining somewhat 
ii 
comi t t ed  to  the qua l i t i e s  of the traditional s t y l e  of 
policing. 
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m m 1 m  
In recent years. Canada has undertaken the task of 
implementing a broad program of police reform with the 
intention of replacing the old traditional model of policing 
with a new cormmvlity policing model. The purpose of this 
research is to examine police officer attitudes concerning 
their policing roles and their ability to work rich community 
members and how these attitudes relate to community policing. 
More specifically, this theals explores the attitudes of 
experienced police officers who were trained and socialized to 
perform in the traditional model of policing and who ore now 
expected to perform new roles under the new community policing 
ph~losophy. 
NO coneensus on a definition of community policing has 
been established. Some community groups emphasize public 
empowerment and police accountability as essential elemence of 
community policing. However, most advocates of comuniry 
policing Iskolnick and Bailey, 1988; Nomandeau and Leighron, 
1930; and 'Irojanowicz and Bucqueroux, 19941 share one central 
tenet. They argue that by changing the existing comunication 
pacterns between the police and the public to one which 
involves public paxticipation in police operatione and 
decision making, crime and fear oC crime can be reduced. 
To summarize Trojanwicz and Bucqverovx (1994:l-181, 
communi~y policing is based on the premise that the pollce and 
the public. cogether, are more effective and more humane co- 
producers of safety and public order than are the police 
alone. Therefore, it followri that the community should play 
a more active role in enhancing public safety. It is hoped 
that this new form of policing will reduce crime and improve 
police-community relations. 
cammunity policing is an umbrella term which encompasses 
programs like f w t  patrol, problem-oriented policing and crime 
prevention. In practice, community policing involves many 
projects inclvding mini-stations, sub-stations, store-front 
stations, crime stoppers and neighbourhood watch groups. Each 
of these Corms of community policing ~ocuses on improving 
commun~cation betwen the police and the public with the hope 
of solving community problems that lead to crime and disorder. 
community policing also conslets of n comitmem co a 
cooperative effort to strenqthen police and community 
responsibility for crime and to increase police involvement in 
the community at different levels. For example. in the 
community policing model. police officer= have the 
responsibility of organirrng community meetings, reaching out 
to assist people of all ages and backgrounds, and attenptlng 
to solve local community problems (Manning, 19891. 
Furthermore. by developing a close working relationship with 
the community. it is hoped that the police will also have a 
becter understanding of issues such as fear of crime in the 
community and community consensus on crime and disorder. 
For community policing programs to be successful, 
officers must support and work with their communities and 
understand their new policing roles. They must also have a 
positive and optimistic attitude towards achieving community 
support and cooperation for these programs to have a 
beneficial impact. According to Bmoks et al. L1993:1181, the 
most important set of attitudes for the suscesaful 
implementation of communitypolicing are officers' perceptions 
of their communities. Police offiser~ who have been 
socialized to perfom in the traditional model of policing 
have already developed attitudes concerning their comrmnit~ee 
and their occupational roles. However, are these existing 
artieudes compatible with the new community policing model? 
In other words, did police officer occupational socialization 
into the traditional model of policing produce officers whose 
attitudes are inconsistent with the new goals and ?nethods of 
community policing? This research attempts to answer these 
gllestions. 
SOCIOLWICAL =EVAncL OF W REsrAxCB 
This research is relevant to sociologists interested in 
criminology as well as occupafional aociologisrs. For those 
sociologists interested in criminology, the policing 
occupation and community policing are discussed and situated 
within the formal social control system of eociety. For 
Occupational sociologiste, policing is presented as an 
occupation traditionally managed within a para-military 
bureaucracy undergoing a major transformation. 
Social control can be defined as the method by which 
members of a society encourage conformity to cultural norms or 
rules and expectations which w i d e  its members Inacionie, ec 
al., 1994:95). Social control can be broken down into tvo 
types, informal and formal. Informal social control refers to 
self-restraint aut of fear of what others will t h m k  and can 
fake many forms (Brinkerhoff and White, 1991; 192). For 
example. informal mechanisms of social control by the public 
can be in the form of ridicule, scolding. gossip and, in 
extreme cases, ostracism (stebbins, 1990:3631. 
Formal social control, on the other hand, refers to the 
formal process by which society reacts to violations of its 
norms resulting in fines, expulsion, imprisonment and in some 
societies. the death penalty (Brin*erhoff and White, 
1991:1921. policing is formal social control.  he police 
maintain order in society through the enforcement of laws 
within the criminal justice system. 
The efficiency of the traditional .ode1 of policing has 
been called into question in the last Eew decades largely due 
e0 its emphasis on a professional crime fighting orientarion 
and its reliance on both random patrol and rapid response. 
The weaknesses of professional policing resulted in the 
expansion of the comunitypolicing model which is intended in 
part to strengthen crime prevention and increase informal 
control at the community level. For formal control mechanisms 
to function properly, a certain level of inform1 control must 
exisc. community policing seemingly marks a shift in 
traditional £0-1 social control processes with =he public. 
 he police are now attempting to redefine their mission due to 
a number of eocial, economic and political factors relating to 
the environment under which they must operace. 
Far occupational sociologists. the relevance of this 
eheals centres on policing ae an occuparian undergoing a major 
transformation in terms of mnagemenr. operational strategies 
and value orientations. Several applicable theoretical 
concepts are discuesed in the thesis and are applied to the 
study. These concepts include occupational eocislirafion, job 
satisfaction, bureaucracy and role conflict. For example, the 
development and implementation of community policing has the 
potentla1 to either clarify or add further confusion to the 
police role. The traditional polica role focused mainly an 
crime control working within the criminal justice system 
(formal social controll. In contrast, community policing 
focuses on service and a partnership with the cornunity 
attempring to make better use of informal social control 
elements. A more detailed diecussion of role differences in 
traditional and community policing is presented in chapter 
three. 
However, it is worth pointing out that organizational 
innovation chat rs top-down. that is not eupporced by 
resourceslextensive in-service training, etcl, that counters 
existing occupational ideologies, and that produces more cost* 
than benefits for workers is lass likely to he properly 
translated into practice. A large number of planned changes 
in a wide sphere of areas routinely fail in part because those 
on the front lines are not properly incorporated into the 
initiative. 
PRLCTIUL II4DORTAWCR 0. W I L I P m C B  
mowing the arrirudes of police officers concerning their 
work roles and their ability to work with the publlc is 
important to the successful implementation of community 
policing. This information is significant because community 
policing is one of the fastest graing reEiorms in the history 
of policing in Canada. Community policing has reached police 
forces across Canada from Newfoundland to British Columbia and 
is supported by the Canadian Police College and the past and 
present Solicitor-Generals of Canada (Clairmont. 1991; 
Lelghton, 1991). For example. Pierre Cadieux, the former 
Solicitor-General of Canada, stated that carnunicy policing is 
"the most effective way to police the Canada of the future" 
and instructed "police professionals, both chiefs and front 
line officers, to gee on with the business of implementing 
community policing in a systematic way" (Cadieux, 1990). 
The lack of research on cmunity policing has been noted 
by many (Murphy and Muir, 1985; Murphy, 1988; Green and 
Taylor, 1989; Bayley, 1991; Broderick. 1991; and Leighton, 
19911.   his has resaltad in a heavy reliance on American 
literature lmephy, 1989; Seagrave. 1997: 238). Furthermore, 
according to Brooks et al. 11993:115), very little is know 
about police officer attitudes and what affects them: 
"empirical research on the  attitudes of police officers is 
currently lacking" (Brooks er al., 1993:1151. 
However, a review of the literacure indicates that while 
considerable research has been conducted in =he past on such 
matters as the attitudes of police officers concerning gender, 
education, cynicism, solidarity. college campus police 
departments and officer assignment (Canter, 1991; Canter and 
Martensen, 1990; ~orsey and oiacopassi, 1986; Hayeslip and 
Cordner, 1987; Shernock, 1992; Sloan. 1991; Worden, 19901. 
relatively litele is known about police attitudes Lowarda 
their policing roles and their ability to work with community 
members within the community policing model. especially in the 
Canadian context. The problem of police officers who have 
been socialized to perform m the traditional model of 
policing but who are now supposed to convert to community 
policing is also ignored. Even a recent book on policing in 
Canada (Seagrave, 19971 doas not discuss police attitudes as 
they relate to community policing. 
Only three studies on the attitudes of Canadian police 
officers were found in the current llterarure. One of these 
Canadian studies looked ar  police arrieudea towards and 
howledge of, suicide (Evans, 1977). Another study lwked at 
perceptions, attitudes and beliefs of police recruits (Ellis 
et al., 19911. The third study examined artitudinal 
differences between police constables and their supervisors in 
teme of social nearness. authoritarianism and job 
saclsfacfion IPerroft and Taylor. 19951. 
Brooks er al. 119931 compared two American suburban 
police departments in terms of attitudes towards rheir 
communities and their work roles. Bmok's research prompted 
this study in the Canadian context. However, rheir research 
did not specifically target n police force whose official 
pol~cing model is community policing. Furthermore, they did 
not focus on police officers who have only been trained and 
socialized to perform in the traditional nodel of policing. 
Nor d ~ d  they clearly associate specific attitudes with elther 
policing style. In addrtion. none of these previous studies 
mentioned above specifically assessed the attitudes of 
experienced, Canadian police officers and how these attitudes 
relate to community policing. This research helps to fill 
this gap by studying the attitudes of members of the Royal 
Canadlan Mounted Police IRmPI concerning their pollcing roles 
and their ability and willingness to cooperate with cornunity 
members. 
Another reason for the importance of this research is the 
media actention regarding community policing and the RCMP. 
According to the Cape Breton Post newspaper, a newly released 
study of RCMP officers shows that m y  senior officers believe 
the kinder, gentler approach of community policing is a waste 
of resources and time (Cape Breton Post, September 16th. 
1996). Fu~themore. according to the Director of Community 
Contract and Aboriginal Policing with the RCMP, Mr. Cleve 
Cooper, community policing was slow developing in federal 
jurisdictions because of a lack of tralning in the basics of 
problem-solving and client service (Pony Express, September 
1995:141. 
1n sum, the results of this research will be meaningful 
to rank and file officers, police administrators, the 
government and the public because police actions affect 
thousands of Canadians daily. If community policing programs 
are as dependent on the attitudes of police officers as they 
would aeem to be, then it would be beneficial to have an idea 
of =he attitudes of police officers concerning their 
communities and their occupational mlee in the community 
policing model. 
This research therefore attempts to answer the following 
quest ions: 
(11 DO RCMP members possess the required attitudes to conduct 
community policing? 
(21 Do RCMP officers have a crime control orientation 
(traditional policingi or do they have a service orientation 
(community policing)? 
(31 What is their orientation tararde the use of farce and 
towards police aolidariry? 
I41 Are RCMP officers willing and able to work with the public 
to gain community suppcrt and cooperatiom 
(51 and more importantly, is re-socialization and re-training 
necessary for polzce officers to develop the necessary 
attitudes for the successful implemenfaCion of community 
policing? 
The answers to these questions are significant since it is 
important infomrion which is necessary in order to assess 
the future direction of policing in Canada's national police 
force and other provincial and municipal forces. 
Chapter one has outlined the problem vnder study and 
indicated its sociological and practical inpartance. Chapter 
CWD reviews the relevant cheory and research on traditional 
police officer occupational socialization and describes the 
new socialization info RCMP community policing. The concept 
,working personality' and it's implications for community 
policing are also discussed. Chapter three presents 
information on traditional and community policing, both of 
which are organized around the attirudinal indrclrtors ueed in 
this study. Chapter four outlines the rnethodolagy for the 
study. Chapter five presents the research findings. Finally, 
chapter s i x  is the conclusion and suggestions €or future 
research. 
CBLPTB(nn 
S.COUIW A WLICX OFFICER 
~ h i a  chapter has three objectives. The first objective 
centres on =he fact that this research focuses on police 
officer occupational soc~aliration and its implication for 
effective policing. Thus. the relevant theory and research on 
the process oE occupational socialization into traditional 
police work is reviewed. Second, the concept 'working 
personality' of police officers is discussed since it is 
related to tradxtional policing and also has implications for 
community policing. And third. the new socialization into 
RCMP community policing is described mainly because these 
changes in training and socialization are intended to pradvce 
police officers with different arritudea than those whom were 
traditionally trained. 
The analytical Eramewrk followed throughovt this study 
is occupational eocialization. Attitudes about police work in 
general and community policing in particular are shaped by 
various socialization processes. The effective practice of 
community policing requires police officers to embrace a set 
of attitudes that is quire different from that contained under 
the traditional policing modal. For example, in this new 
model, afficere arc expected to have a positive attitude 
towards achieving cornunity support and cooperation. ~hua, an 
understanding of how pclice officers were soclalired into the 
traditional model of policing compared to the new 
socialization into community policing is important in any 
examination of the attitudes of today's police officers. 
Cultures and subculruree within plice organizations 
influence an officer's behaviour an norms and values are 
internalized through the process of occupational socialization 
(Desroches. 1992:es-571. Socialization is one of the most 
basic concepts of sociology. It refers to the process by 
which the values, beliefs, norms, roles, assumptions, and 
practices that make up a culture (or aub-culture1 are learned 
(Pavalka, 1988:84). 1n other words, the concept of 
socialization refers to a learning process through which 
people become social beings. Robert nerton used the term 
so~ializa~ion co refer to: 
the process by which people selectively acquire the values and 
art~tudes, the interests, skille and knowledge--in short. the 
culture current in fhe groups in which they are, or seek to 
become, a member. It refers to the learning of social roles 
(Pavalko. 1972:811 . 
Hence, occupational socialization refers to the process of 
socialization inzo 0ne.s job or occupation. It suggests role- 
learning and cultural reproduction and transmission. Krause 
(1971:47) refers to occupational socialization as a process 
w h ~ c h  involves the acceptance of individuale into ongoing 
groups, as the individual simultaneously accepts the values, 
standards and rules of these groups. 
mlzce officer occupatio~l socialization encompasses the 
ways in which new recruits are transformed from organizational 
outsiders to participating members of the police force (Bahn. 
1984:3901. It also involves the incernaliration of a police 
officer culture or sub-culture. ~n occupational culture can 
be defined as .a net of collective representations, more or 
less peculiar to the occupation and more or less 
xncomprehensible to the communitym (Vincent, 1990;Sl. A 
subculture refers to .a gmup of people who participate in the 
dominant culture but nonetheleee differ markedly in their 
beliefs, habits, behaviour, attitudes, and values" (Desroches, 
1992:45-461. The character or behaviour associated with any 
occupaeional culture, which includes particular ways of 
actmg, thinking and feeling, begina to develop during 
traming and initiation, and can only be fully learned and 
developed on the job (Vincent. 1990;s). 
~ccording co Deslochee l1992:151 the culrural or 
subcultural group to which people belong eerongly affects 
their behaviour because it provides the norms, valves and 
customs that influence behaviour. To understand the accions 
of people, one must understand the values imposed by borh the 
dominant culture and the svbculture which are developed 
through shared experiences and continual interaction. It is 
with~n the police svbculrure that the mokie officer must 
learn the norms and values to which s/he is exposed and is 
expected to conform. 
OCCUPATIOUAL SOC~I.IZATIOLT 
Three stages of occupational socialization discussed I" 
this research include (1) anticipatory socialization, (21 
formal training and 131 informal training IRothman. 198'1; and 
Pavalko, 19881. These three stages are presented in turn, 
along with a description of police officer occupational 
socialization into the trad~tlonal model of policing. This 
review is followed by a discussion on the new socialization 
into RCMP community policing. 
MICIPATORY SOEIALIMTION 
Pavalko l1988:87-88) argues that bacauss humans have the 
unique ability to manipulate symbols, rhey are able ta imagine 
or anticipate what it would be like to be a member of a group 
of which they are not presently a member or what it would be 
like to occupy a role that rhey do not presently occupy. The 
latter is called role-playing. For example, young children 
often "play housem, pretend to be adults and imagine what that 
role is like. Thus, a person need nor be a ember of a group 
or an occupant of a role in order for char group or m l e  to 
have a socializing impact. This is referred to as aelf- 
~ocializatian (Pavalko, 1988x887). 
The anticipatory stage is important because it may have 
an effect upon the second atage of occupario-1 socialization. 
the formal training stage. Individuals entering into a formal 
training Institution may bring with them ideas. right or 
wrong, about the occupation they wish to enter. conceptions 
about a certain occupation may be based on information from 
sources such as the media and people in the occupation. The 
validity of the information obtained from theee sources can 
vary. Role mdels such ae parents, relatives and close 
friends are other important sources of information. Whether 
anticipatory socialization assists or obstrucre occupational 
socialization depends on how closely the norms and role 
expectations developed prior to entry into the occupation 
match the content and goals of formal framing programs. the 
actual requirements of the position, and the goals of the 
formal agents of socialization. The formal agents of 
socialization for police recruita are veteran police officers 
and trainers. The attitudes of these experienced police 
officers towards the public and their occupation in general 
may have an impact on the attitudes of the recruits. 
anticipatory socialiraCion into traditional policing has 
been studied beginning with the pre-entry career decision to 
become a police officer. Haanen (1973:407-4181 conducted 
research on Union City police recruits to analyse the pmcess 
of becoming a police officer and Eoulld that the screening for 
admission into the polrce Eorca is ireelf an i-rtant aspect 
of the socialization process. He states that an applicant 
must proceed through a series of interviews and tests which 
serve to demonstrate that s/he is being accepted into an elite 
organization. This part oE the anticipatory stage strengthens 
the neophyte's commitmenC to policing and augments his or her 
evaluation of the importance of the police organization. 
at this anticipatory stage, an applicant imagines or 
anticipates what it would be like to be a member of the police 
force and begins to play the corresponding role (self- 
socialization). The type of anticipatory or self- 
socialization the applicant adopts depends on previous 
knowledge of the policing occupation. This knowledge comee 
irom reference groups. A reference gmup can be any group to 
which an individual compares hidher-self in arriving ac a 
judgement of his/her status (e.g. economic, athletic). More 
than one reference group may be relevant. Reference groups 
are important in the process of socialization because the 
expectations affecting individuals are uaually rooted in group 
norms and values which impact on attitudes. 
Bennett (1984:48) contends char there are two nets of 
reference groups for the police.  he first reference group 
~onsisC.8 of outsiders or "on-members of the police force Ithe 
media, friends, neighbours, relatives) who convey to the 
applicant beliefs about the occupational role of policing as 
they understand if. The second group consists of actual 
police-related individuals, members of the police force who 
have direct contact with the applicant. Research shows that 
police recruits are influenced by these key internal and 
external reference groups (Maanen. 1973; Bennect, 1984; 
Rothman, 19871. clearly it can be seen that reference groups 
may have a beneficial or detrimental affect on attitudes 
towards community policing. 
mRnu4 mnmn 
In the second stage of occupational socialization. the 
concept 'formal training' is used to identify uork-related 
socialization (Rothman. 1987:2761.   he purpose of formal 
training is to instill in persons the skills. knowledge, 
attitudes and values peculiar to the occupation. Furthermore. 
socialization during this stage serves to transmit the 
occupational culture, communicate knowledge of role 
expectations, and cultivate a feeling of identification with 
the occupation (Pavalko, 1972: 93-1011. The police academy 
attempts to accomplish this task for police recruits. 
Formal training for police recruits rakes place at a 
police academy where instructors (formal agents of 
socialization1 convey specific occupational knowledge. Police 
recruits learn the appropriate roles. attitudes and values at 
the academy from rhesc instructors, their primary occupational 
reference group (Bennett, 1984:491. Furthermore, the 
traditional experience at the academy which involves 
indoctrination, tests, and learning to cope under pressure. 
also produce bath the technical and cognitive abilities and 
the valves and attitudae required of the police officer 
(Rothman. 1987:2751. Police acadeaes can be conceptualized 
as .~0ta1 inetitufions' in which police recruits are cut off 
or isolated from the outside world and are trained in the same 
location. The isolation typical of total institutions speeds 
up the assimilation of attitudes and values since there is 
little interference from the outside wrld IRitZer and 
Walczak, 1986:1391 . 
1n traditional police training. recruit idealism 1s soon 
transformed into cyniciem IRiczer and Walczak. 1986:140-1411 . 
1n class, recruits are led to believe that they are, or will 
soon be. people of great power and responsibility. However. 
outside the class, the department treats the recruit as if 
s/he is not to be trusted by setting curfews and, in certain 
cases, declaring liquor stores 'off limits'. hlrthermore. 
traditional training teaches recruits to be defensive, alert 
to the ever-present possibility of danger. and euspiciavs of 
a variety of group- lpoliticiene. students. blacks. the press, 
females, etc.1. 
narris 11973) conducted a derailed study of a single 
police academy in which he was a participant observer. Harris 
argues char traditional £0-1 police training and 
socialization focused on creating norms of defensiveness, 
professionalism and depersonalization. Depereonalization 
refers to caCegoriring the public and intcrastingwith them on 
the basis of this category, not on indindual worth. 
Depersonalization can undoubtedly result in prejudice against 
certain categories or qmups of people. Furthermore, at most 
academies, recruits are told by veteran officers that they 
will have to forget everything they learn in training when 
they enter the real world because it is on the street that one 
learns to be a 'real police officer' (Ritrer and walcrak. 
1986:1411. 
~aanen 11973. 410:4111 nafee that it is at the academy 
that the recruit first comes into contact with the police 
subculture. The traditional para-mili'cary structure of rhe 
academy introduces the recruit to the harsh and frequently 
arbitrary discipline of the organization: 
absolute obedience to departmental rules, rigorous physical 
training, dull lectures devoted to various technical aspects 
of the occupation, and ritualistic concern for detail 
characterize the academy (Maanen. 1973:410). 
An 'in-rhe-same-boat' collective consciousness arises as a 
result of the same harsh set of experiences supposedly 
weathered by all; experiences which, according to some veteran 
officers, result in a career-long source of identification. 
The academy experience results in the recruit identifying wirh 
fellow officers. his/her new peer group, because these people 
understand and experience similar treatment. According to 
Alpert and hulham 11992:92) it is this feature of the academy 
that reaches the neophyte to develop a distant attitude when 
associating with the public. As a result of police academy 
training, officers are disciplined and peychologically 
prepared co expect the worst and thus may have a problem 
adjusting to less dangerous situations (Alperr and Dunham. 
1992:92). 
A problem wirh traditional formal plica socialization at 
the academy is that it does not train police officers to: 
communicate effectively with the public, make complicated 
invesrigarions, wite lengthy technical reports, be subjected 
to real verbal and physical altercations, mediate disputes ... 
make unsavoury arrests.... and testify in court (Drumond, 
1976:17). 
Lundman (1980:811 a-ea that a misleading image of policing 
is conveyed to the recruit at police academies due to the 
quantity of time spent on areas such as phyeical training, 
weapons use, high speed driving, and self-defence. This leads 
the recruit to believe that policing is, for the most part, 
physically challenging and dangerous. While this may be true 
to a certain degree, it is not the norm. Lundman 119so:all 
recognizes that it is important for recruits to know how to 
use weapons and drive safely, but they also need to learn 
interpersonal skills, to know when to use what type of action. 
such a8 how to talk instead of using self-defence. Focusing 
great amounts of time on self-defence and veapone use may 
result in the recruit developing a preoccupation with danger. 
Recruits are also taught to do everything 'by the book' to 
prevent complainrn of misconducr. This may result in an 
officer developing a asenae of defensiveness and mistrust of 
the public. according to much of the literature, euspicion is 
taught as first nature and the recruit is encouraged to 
approach the public with distrust (Lundman. 1980:83-84; 
Rothman, 1987:293-2941. 
D R O P d L u  T l U l n s n n  
1n the r h i d  stage of occupaaional soc~al~rat~on. 
infomal training, the individual occupies the role of 
,trainee' (Rorhman, 1987:278).   he crainee vorks with more 
experienced employees directly in the work setting in which 
the occupation is performed. Experienced elnployees are 
chargad With the responsibility of instilling in the trainee 
the  appropriate attitudes and work norms and behavlour 
expected of members of the occupation. It is during infoml, 
on-the-job training, that soaializarion occurs through a 
number of work conditions and mechanisms (Pavalko, 1972: 100- 
101). 
For tradirional police recluits. a number of 
socialization mechaniems serve to limit and ccomrol their 
behaviour during their on-the-job training period. The 
primary socializing agent for police recruits ia the field 
trailing officer (FTOI. However, it is the occupational group 
itself that becomes the normative reference group whose 
attitudes. standards, values, and ideas of appropriate 
behaviour stand as a modal for the trainee. Some trainees 
will inremaline the no- of police work to a very high 
degree, others only Iimicedly (Pavalko, 1972:lOO-1011. In 
other words, the degree to which each trainee internalizes the 
norms of police work will vary depending on the individual and 
how these norms conflict with hidher personal norms, values 
and beliefs regarding what coneritutes appropriate police 
behaviour. Occupational socialization of officers attempts to 
achieve as much conformity as possible through training and 
interaction with peers (Rothman. 1987:293-294). 
The FTO is charged vlth the reaponsibiliry of introducing 
the rrainee to the occupation. its roles and nome, doas and 
don't's, and attitudes towards the public (Maanen. 1973:4121. 
According to Alpert and Dunham (1992:1061 a large part of a 
police officer's identify is obtained from the occupational 
role which ie primarily learned on the street from the FTO. 
The tradition of 'officer training officer' helps maintain a 
certain degree of continuity f m m  cohort to cohort of trainees 
regardlese of what was learned ac the academy. Thus, 
infarmaeion is passed on down the line which the trainee 
learns and will eventually pass on to hislher trainee. This 
m a y  account foe any stability in police officer behaviour and 
attitudes; any similarities from one officer to the next, from 
generation to generation. 
Maanen i 1 9 7 3 : 4 1 2 1  etaCes that being fresh Out OF the 
academy, the rrainee is unsure of what constitutes proper 
behaviour and is thus in need of a role model and a set of 
gvidelines to follow. The FTO provides these guidelines and 
more. war stories, folk tales, myths and legends are all 
communicated to the trainee. Prom these accounts, according 
to ~aanen, the trainee learns that in order to be protected 
from his/her own mistakes, =/he must protect other officers. 
~ence the origin of traditional police solidarity. Rathnan 
l 1 9 8 7 : 2 9 3 - 2 9 4 3  argues char compliance with work norms and 
rules is encouraged during the socialization process. The 
only way to protect oneself from public complaints is by 
strict adherence to procedure (Rothman. 1 9 8 7 : 2 9 3 - 2 9 4 ) .  Public 
compla~nts often occur due to the public's ignorance or 
mi~concepfions of the law and police p-re in certain 
situations. The public's lack of knowledge of police 
procedures is the result of the police traditionally keeping 
c~mmunicafion with the public at a minimum. 
Rothman (1987:2951 notee that police officers have the 
power of the scate to inpose the law an others. This often 
results in various members of ehe public svbm~tring the 
officer to criticism. The collective response of the police 
has generally been conformity to regvlations and procedures. 
~anformity has also been linked to role confusion in police 
officers. Maanen contends that it is the opportunity to 
exercise the 'expected' police role that gives meaning to che 
occupational identity of officers. Officers who joined the 
police force expecting mostly a crime fighting role often 
become cynical cowards a public constantly demanding service 
(Maanen, 1973.4141.  Faced with the dilemma of the d~fference 
between the perceived and actual role requirements of 
policing, officers may attempt to avoid criticism and strive 
for internal acceptance by conforming to other police 
officers' expecfationa and attitudes (GrifPithe and Verdun- 
 ones, 1994; Maanen, 1973:4151. Hence, officers are 
assimilated into the their occupation over time and often 
behave in a similar fashion to their colleagues in order to 
gain peer approval, acceptance, and to avoid criticism, borh 
publicly and internally. 
*ORr.IwG PsuSOIaLITY 
Ie is necessary to discuss the  ram 'working personality' 
because if is relafed r o  traditional policing bur also because 
it has implications for community policing. Jerome H. 
Skolnick (19661 argued that police officers develap a 'working 
personality' as a result of traditional occupational 
socialization info police work. The 'working personality' of 
police officers, as described by Skolnick (1966:42-431. refers 
to "disrinctive cognitive and bbhavioural responses in patrol 
officers. .... which are most highly developed in his (sic1 
constabulary role of the ,mans on the beat." 
Griffithe and Verdun-Jones (1994:841 define Skolnick'e 
term 'working personality' as "a set of attitudes and 
behaviours that separate the police from the public." Based 
on these definitions, it can be seen that this tern is 
obviously problematic. The term %working personality' 
implies a homogenous set of police attitudes that all police 
off~cers possess and a set of attitudes in the public to which 
police attitudes can be compared. Similar attitudinal and 
behavioural characteristics extending from aocializatian into 
the traditional police role described above seem more 
plausible than a =-on 'personality'. 
=here are two opposing viewe offered in the literature to 
explain similarities found in the behaviour and attitudes of 
police officers. The first modal argues that certain types of 
people are attracted to police work (Turner, 1968; Rhead, et 
al.. 1970; Stark. 1972; Symande. 1972; Lefkowitz. 1973; and 
Roberg and Kuykendall, 19931. The argument is that members of 
screening boards select applicants who are similar to 
themselves (self-selection). These authors are af the aprnion 
thae police officers share similar behavioursl and attitudinal 
characteristics prior to entry into the occupation and end up 
working with others similar to themselves (Vincent, 1990:6). 
often, a negafive picture of police officers is painted as 
they are described as brutal, aggressive, violent. sadistic, 
authoritarian, secretive, suspicious, oversexed. cynical, 
ignorant and conservative (Vincent, 1990:71. 
  he second argument is that police officers are moulded 
on the job through the process of occupational socialization 
Iskolnick. 1966; Balch. 1972; Maanen. 1973; Bennett and 
m re en stein, 1975;  enn nett. 1984; Bahn. 1984; Vincent. 1990; 
stradling, crowe and Tuohy, 1993; and Seagrave, 1997.1 
Lvndman (1980:73) and Seagrave (1997:721 contend that research 
consistently indicates that policing does not attract a 
distinctive type of person. These authors a w e  that a police 
officerms behaviour is a product of the occupation and that 
police attitudes and behaviour are not a result of any 
selection process. Seagrave (1997:721 states that similar 
traits found in police officers are "the product of 
socialization and experience gained while working in the 
police environment". These police otficers are described as 
secretive, hard and cynical, acutely observant, impersonal and 
decisive. as well as suspicious. sceptical, and inquisitive 
(Vincent, 1990:142-1611. 
whatever argument one uses. analyets have observed more 
than one ,working personality' in police officers. For 
example, ~einer (19781 distinwiebes between  our police types 
in ~ngland; the Bobby. the uniform Carrier, the New Centurion 
and the Professional Policeman. Shearing 119811 also 
identified a four-part police typology in Canada which 
includes. wise Officers. Real Officers. Goad off~cere and 
Cautious officers. And Finally. Broderick (19871 recognized 
four 'working personalities' in police offisere; the Idealist. 
the ~nforcer. the Realist and the Optimist. 
  he interesting point about the .working personality' or 
police types mentioned above is that similar behavioural and 
accirudinal characteristics are identified by each author 
which will certainly have implications for community policing. 
Far example, officers identified as crime fighters may not be 
lneeresred in the service role associated with community 
policing. And other common characteristics identified in 
police officers, much aa being euepicious, secretive and 
cynical, will also have an impact. 
Reiner (19851 states that suspicion is a characteristic, 
actively encouraged in police training. that leads to the 
stereotyping OE certain individuals.   his characteristic is 
relaced closely with secrecy and colleagve loyalty which 
Brogden et al. (19881 argue is valued in the police 
nubculture. And finally. cynicism can be found in the manner 
in which police officers become hardened to the work they are 
asked to do. If the actual work role differs Erom the 
expected work role, cynicism will likely develop. If these 
behaviaural and attirudinal characteristics can be identified 
in police officers. what kind of impact will they have on 
community policing? This research will shed some light on 
polrce attitudes as they relate co community policing. 
SOCULIZATIOU 1 m  RP(O c-r POLICINQ 
Differences exiet in the aocialiration into traditional 
policing discussed above and the new socialization info the 
RCMP c~mmunity policing. The new R M P  community police 
training is intended to produce police officers with different 
attitudes than the traditionally trained oEEicers. 
Traditionally, police forces preferred and attracted young, 
less educated, uorking-class, family-orienced white males who 
met certain height and weight requirements (Seagrave. 
1997:721.  Today, however. the R W  has a national recruitment 
team which is responsible for selecting the most qualified and 
capable problem solvers to hire as police officers. 
The minimum basic remrirements for an individual applying 
to the RCMP include: a grade twelve diploma. Canadian 
citizenship, good moral character, 18 years of age (they must 
be 19 upon graduation from the academy) and a valid Canadian 
driver's licence. An information session with the RCMP begins 
the hiring process followed by a witren exam, physical test 
(physical ahility requirement evaluarim or P- test), oral 
interview, background check and a medical exam. 
Height and weight requirements no longer exist since they 
discriminated against women and minority gmups. However. the 
PARE test is demanding in char lt requires applicants to run 
a six lap obstacle course and then push and pull on a weight 
machine (80 lbsl while moving in 180 degree arcs six times. 
This test must be completed in under four and a half minutes 
far the applicant to be successful. Each applicant is also 
rewired to carry a 32 kg bag in their arms 15 metres without 
dropping it. 
RCMP recruits today tend to be older with moat having a 
university degree or at least some sort of post secondary 
education. According to the RCMP training academy, the 
average age of RCMP graduates ie 27 with a recent graduate 
being 50 years old. More w m n  and people from minority 
groups are being hired if they meet the minimum standards. 
Recmzt training with the RCMP occurs at Depot Division 
in Regina. Saskatchewan and lasts 28 weeks or 6 months. In 
the new community police training at Depot, recruits are 
referred to as 'cadets'. During training, cadets are taught 
the RQ(P8s definition of community policing which states that 
the palice and the community should accept joint 
responsibility for public order, peace and security. The RCMP 
now define community policing an a partnership between the 
police and the community, sharing in the delivery of police 
services. This definition is posted on walls in ell RCMP 
detachments acmss Canada. Furthemre, cadets are taught in 
=raining to focus on cvo core policing values: (1) commirmenr 
of service to the people, and (2) communication and working 
with people. sharing information and resources and solving 
problems which the Foramunity sees as important. 
According to the RCHP'e national magazine, The Pony 
~xprese (~uguet, 19951, and participant obeelvation by the 
researcher, the new community police training at Depot is 
based on a srudent-centred, hands-on, problem solving approach 
as opposed eo the endless, dull prepared lectures that. in the 
past, were drilled into each recruit with the hope that chey 
would absorb the material wiehour actual hands-on experience. 
The new program is based on the principles of adult learning 
and is designed around a problem solving model known as CAPRA. 
CAP= is an acronym which stands for clients, acquire and 
analyse information, partnerships, response and assessment 
(SEE FIGURE 2 :11 . 
Clients are those people who are directly or indirectly 
involved in the situation/problem with which the officer is 
CAPRA PROBLEM SOLVING MODEL 
dealing.   his problem solving model teaches cadets to 
approach each situation with the slienr in mind and cadets are 
instructed to remember that they are service providers. 
cadets are also taught chat they are problem solvers who must 
determine who their clients are, what their needs and 
expeetarions consist of, and then k n o w  how co use that 
information ta arrive ar an appropriate response in 
partnership with the client and others involved. To reinforce 
pmblem solving skills. cadets are given scenarios daily which 
they have to 'CAPPA' our with the inrantion of permanently 
solving the problem at hand. 
One of the key issves in community policing is how co 
solve the underlying problem in order to prevent repeat calls 
for similar situations. By getting to the root of the 
problem, repeat calls can be eliminated and continuous 
improvement in policing ie achieved. The new problem solving 
model tavghr to RCMP cadets attempts to train officers to do 
just that. ro solve the underlying problem to prevent a 
reoccurrence of the same situation. The WRA problem solving 
model is constantly being analysed, evaluated and improved as 
cadets move through che program into their work environment at 
their detachments. 
Once cadets graduate from depof. they proceed to their 
respective detachments across canada for their on-fhe-lob 
training wich experienced police officers. Field trainers 
wlfh the amp are referred to as 'coaches' who must first be 
trained in the new philosophy of community policing and have 
a good grasp of W R A  before being permitted to 'coach' a new 
recruit. This is to ensure chat the recruit receives the same 
lnformafion and instruction from the coach thac ./he learned 
at the academy. Not all urperienccd police officers are 
trained and seleceed ka become coaches for new recruits. 
During the six month coaching period, recruits must 
successfully write three exams and develop some sort of 
community project involvxng members of the community and the 
recruit. 
 ina ally, =he expected and actual work roles which give 
meaning to the occupational identity of R M P  members ere more 
closely matched today than ever before. New recruits with the 
RCMP begin their careers with the mind set that the new way of 
.doing busmeas. in today's policing environment is in 
partnership with the community. RcnP officers are taught to 
be proactive in their work ethics and are encouraged to remove 
chemselvea from the parml car in an effort to gar to know 
community members in an informal manner. Officers also 
receive ongoing training m the form of courses, workshops. 
and conferences which aid in keeping officers in tune with 
changes in the legal. cultural and community environment. In 
chis manner. the R c n P  is attempting to evolve with the 
community and the world around I=. 
In conclusion, it is rhrouqh a complex process of social 
learning that officers have traditionally developed attitudes 
concerning their communities and rhelr polrcing roles end 
adopted the valves and no- shared by the qmup. nowever, it 
is hoped that the new socialization into RCMP comrnunlty 
policing will produce officers who are committed to serving 
clients. community policing arose when police management 
realized they had to change their attitudes, values and norms 
in responeo to a changing world. Traditional policing has lta 
merits. buf change was needed. ?s camunities grow and people 
change, priorities. community needs and expectations of the 
police change as well. merienced police officers must now 
accept this change or be left behind. 
 his chapter has discussed occupational socialiration 
mto traditional and community policing. Police attitudes are 
shaped through the process of socialization into police vork. 
  he required attitudes needed to conduct community policing 
differ from attitudes consistent with traditional policing. 
Bared on the differences between the socialization into 
traditional policing and the new socialization into comunlty 
pol~cing, different attitudes are expected to emerge. 
~t~ffi~udinal i dicators consistent with both models of policin~ 
are developed in chapter chree. 
CillPmTaaEa 
TBADITIOUAL WLICIMO VERSWS C m  WLICIUQ 
This chapfar contains two sections. Section one 
discusses the traditional atyle of policing while section t w o  
examines the new philosophy of comuniry policing.   he 
attitudes for each style of policing are presented and rhe 
concepfs used to operationallze traditional and community 
policing are ddescibbd. The attitudinal indicators used to 
measure these concepts are not exhaustive but they are an 
attempt to measure the att~tudes consistent with each style of 
policing. These artitudinal indicators are described in 
chapter four. 
The argument can be made that no police officer or 
department will ever be perfectly placed in one category or 
the other. Policing styles in the past and in the present may 
continue to combine certain elements of the two styles a£ 
policing depending on the situation. For example, the crime 
ixghting element of traditional policing will still play a 
role in community policing, albeit at a reduced level of 
emphasis. And a grracer emphasis will be placed on service in 
commvnify policing which played a smaller role in traditional 
policing. o ow ever. epesific attitudes associated with 
traditional policing will certainly impede the implementation 
of community policing. rraditional policing m d  community 
palic~ng are opposed in terms of objectives, philosophy. style 
and management, all of which are discussed below. 
SECTION CaRi TRADITIOIUL POLICING 
~radifionally, the police role has entailed three 
elements. These elements are ( 1 1  crime concrol. (21 order 
maintenance, and (31 social service. The greatest emphasis in 
traditional policing was placed on crime control whlch focuses 
on street patrol. Street patrol has the intention of 
preventing crime and on response to calls of criminal code 
violations with the goal of detecting and arresring suspects. 
~raditional police officers were referred to as law 
enforcement officere. order maintenance centres on the 
control of any public conduct that disturbs the peace or 
involves face-to-face conflict. For example, the police may 
maintain order on a picksr line or quiet a noisy party. 
Finally. social service, which was given a low priority in 
traditional policing. involves a broad range of activities 
which do not entail crime. These activities include 
retrieving drowned persons. aiding in animal capture and 
release, giving talk9 at schools, and transporring people to 
needed medical attention IGriLfiths and verdun-Jones, 1994:70- 
711. 
One of the most consistent findinga in the literature on 
traditional policing is that =he police see themselves as 
existing in an adversarial relationship with the public 
(Shearing, 1981:3751. An 'us' versus 'them' type of attitude 
is prevalent whereby community members are not seen as an 
important part to the social control process. Traditional 
police departments are organiead into a quasi-milrtary 
bureaucracy with a strict hierarchical chain of command 
focusing on law enforcement. Officere perform their casks 
within this hierarchy of authority statuses. 
In this traditional model of policing. civilians are 
estranged f m m  the police and isolated from the decision 
making process regarding crme and community problems [Green 
and Mastrofski. 19881. This esrrangement occurs because of 
the belief that the police are ~~professionals" who understand 
better than the public what must bt done to preserve the 
community and enforce the law (Skolnick and Bayley. 1988:lOl. 
police professionalism is the ideology of traditional 
organizations which exclude community lnernbers in the impartial 
pursuit of law and order rirlerae, 1992:721. 
  he discussion of traditional policing can be organized 
around three concepts used to idenrify traditional police 
officers; ill crime control orientation, (21 orientat ion 
towards the use of force, and (31 orientation towards police 
solidarity. These three concepts are prevalent in traditional 
police officers and are derived £ran the increased emphasis 
placed on the crime control element of traditional policing. 
Each is discussed in turn. 
cum COlFPILOL OI(TMTAT1CM 
one of the concepts associated with traditional policing 
is a crime control orientation. Police officers in the 
traditional model of policing place a greater empbasis on the 
crime control element of police work. The traditional model 
of policing has been labelled a crime control model of 
policing LBlumberg, 1985:lO-11; Esk and Spelman. 1991:505-507; 
Moore, 1992:141-1421. Leighton (1991:485) states that the 
main objective or mission of rradirional policing is to 
*enforce the criminal law, solve crime, and apprehend 
criminals." Police effectiveness and succesa in traditional 
policing organizations are judged by detection and arrest 
rates and by rapid response to crimes -- in particular, crimes 
involving violence. 
In this crime control mdel, information gathering and 
analysis focus on specific crime incident* while ignoring 
other occurrences which are seen aa unrelated. The police 
employ a reactive orientation by responding to events as they 
ar38e and devote minimal resources to proactive or 
preventative measures. For example, the police will respond 
to a citizen who telephones the police to report a crime. 
Officers have little discretionary power and are controlled by 
f o m l  bureaucratic rules and regulations and informal 
internal discipline. A 'top-down' system of communication 
exists in traditional organizations which is also referred to 
as 'Command and Coanrrl~ management IFleras. 1992:841. 
mlice officers in this traditional model are referred to 
as ,law enforcement officers' whose main focus is solving 
crime through the enforcement of criminal laws. These 
officers are separate from the community and, according to 
Leighcon 11991:4901, have a self-image as being superior to 
other members of the public. They are also considered experts 
and are viewed as having the sole responsibility for solving 
crime and handling disorder problems ICr/deman, et 
a1..1992:83 and ~rinc, 1994:4411. Traditional policing 
encourages a distinct separation between the police and the 
,political community. Inurphy and ~uir, 1985:721. 
In traditional policing, there are f e w  formal ch-els 
through which members of the community can provide input into 
law enEorcemenf policies in their communities because the 
police are responsible to the criminal justice system. not to 
the public. The police are first and foremost responsible to 
the legal system and only secondarily to community members. 
  hie crime fighting role pennits police management to set 
police priorities and policies with the objective of solving 
crime (Murphy and Muir, 1985:721 . 
Prosee~fion ie regarded as an important goal in this 
model of policing. Traditional police officers have few 
contacts with the community which are usually limited to 
formal interviews with victims, witnesses and offenders. Thrs 
limited police role means that responses to community problems 
are not extended beyond standard law enforcement strategies 
and community involvement is maintained at a minimal level. 
=he traditional police bvreaucracy organrres its mandate 
and policies to focus primarily on crime related activity. 
Although Order maintenance and social service roles are 
carried out, they play a much smaller part in the overall 
operation and diatriburion of police reeources and manpower. 
Hence, operational duties focus on criminal investigation, 
specialized units and random motorized patrols. Few resources 
are devoted to non-criminal operations which are viewed as 
unimportant (~ulphy and mix, 1985:72-73). Police education 
and training focus an developing skille co combat crime. 
O R I ~ A ~ ~ ~  -6 m usr OF MRCE 
A second concept associated with traditional policing is 
an officer's orientation towards the use of force. Weatley 
(1953:391 found evidence that certain police subcultures 
justify the use of force to coerce respect for their 
accupa~ional status stating that individvals behaving in a 
disrespectful manner deserve brutality. Reuss-Iami and Ianni 
11983: 2661 state chac in the traditional police culture, 
police officers were expected to *show balls' in certain 
situations and not to back d o m  in front of civilians. 
Officers had to 'prove' themselves to fellow officers that 
they could take care of themselves in rough 'situations'. 
According r o  a training officer at the RCMP academy, officers 
have traditionally operated with a -knock them d m ,  drag them 
OUC' style to any resistance which often led to a high 
orientation toward the use of force among police officers in 
general. He added that officers today have moved away from 
that style of policing. 
This 0rienfaLion towards the use of force in traditional 
policing is also reflected in the former hiring practices of 
police organizations which imposed height and weight 
requirements on recruits. Height and weight requrrements 
portray the idea that to be a police officer one had to be big 
and strong and capable of using force to overcome resistance. 
Section 25 of the criminal code defines the legal basis for 
the use of force and stares that the police are only permitted 
fo use 'as much force as is necessary' to effect an arrest and 
are legally liable for any overuse of farce. 
According to Forcese l1992:198) the police have 
traditionally engaged in the misuse of farce for three 
reasons. The firat reason centres around police recruiting 
which tended to hire ill-educated, working-class males who 
come fram an environment supporting aggreaszve and violent 
behavlour. Secondly, traditional police recruits tended to 
have military experience and their police training was based 
on the military model emphasizing the use of force. In ocher 
words, officer use of force was reinforced through recruitment 
and training. Thirdly, the working environmnr of the police 
officer promotes frequent contacts with violent persons 
requiring the use of coercive force. Ill-educated officers, 
reemlfed, trained and socialized into an environment where 
one's ability to use coercive force is expected by Eallm 
officers often resulted in the use of force as the primary 
option rather than first attempting other mans such as verbal 
intervention. 
ORIPrPATIO~ TONADDS POLICE SOLIDARITY 
The third and fmal concepe associated with traditional 
policing is an officer's orientation towards police 
rolidari~y. Police solidarity. as defined by Blumberg 
11985:131, refers to the 'unique sense of identity that one 
develops as part of a group of colleagues in a work situation 
- the comonlrlity of mtereets, problems, concerns and even 
lifestylea." Blvmberg also contends that if is the sense of 
danger that promotes police solidarity. However, thia strong 
sense of police solidarity, c m o n  in many traditional police 
organirakions, can be detrimental to community policing when 
officers hide infractions committed by fellow officers. 
Public trust and respect of the police is essential for the 
su~cesafvl implementation of community policing. 
According to Reuss-Iami and 1-i (1983: 2661, one of 
the maxims in rhe internal 'cops code' of conduct states: 
"Don't give up another cop and then he won't give you upe. 
Blumberg (1985:151, in his discussion of traditional police 
salidar~ty, offers the example that officers may cover up a 
fellow officer's brutal acts, petty thefts, abuses of police 
power and other illegal activity. And Maanen 11973:4121 
states that the trainee learna that in order to be protected 
from his/her own mistakes. sfhe must protect other officers. 
police officers often justify this type of police solidarity 
by referring to Chelr 'good intentions'. 
~lumberg (1985:151 adds that the essence of police 
solidarity is secrecy against an environment that is perceived 
as hostile. Turning in fellow officers, 'squealing', is a 
breach of the code of silence and a reprehensible offanee in 
the police world. Traditionally, the overall rule among the 
police was never tell on another police officer. no matter 
what s/he does. 
In sum, the above three concepts of traditional policing 
(orientation towards crime control, the use of force and 
police solidarity) will be used to measure an officer's 
orientation towards this style of policing. Baeed on the 
questionnaire need in this research, officers possessing 
aCrirudea Consistent with these concepts to a high degree are 
defined as being oriented towards the traditional style of 
policing. 
s=cTIOu m: C ~ C I  POLIClllO 
In contrast fa the traditional model of policing, 
community policing entails a broader social and political role 
far the police (Murphy. 1993:241. In community policing, 
officers are enconraged to adopt a problem solving approach 
and focus on patterns among similar reported incidents and 
their underlying causes. This approach is characterized by an 
increased emphasis on community consultation. cooperation and 
peace keeping (~iller and Hess, 1994:19). PolLce officers are 
referred to as #peace officers' whose main objectives are to 
ensure peace, order and civility; to provide services to the 
community; and to promote a sense of security. In community 
policing, the role of police officers is expanded to include 
dealing directly with the locally-based problems and concerns 
which resldente feel are most important. 
Community policing differs from traditional policing in 
terms of operational strategies and value orienracione. A 
proactive policing approach is adopted by the police in the 
community policing model where =he police initiace 
Investigations into any underlying problems of the community. 
The effectiveness of the police in the community policlng 
model 1s judged by criteria such as public cooperation, the 
absence of crime, a reduction in the fear of crime, greater 
community satisfaction with the police, and a decrease in the 
number of repeat calls for assistance from repeat addresses. 
victims and offenders (Leighton, 1991:4901. 
The mosr problematic areas. as defined by residents, are 
given the highest police priority in community policing. By 
defining community problems as the highest priority, the 
police become facilitators and resource personnel for solving 
local troubling issues ICryde-n. et al., 1992:83). The 
PrOSe~ution of offenders is seen as only one possible 
alternative among many to solve community problems. 
w o  eesential factors to the philoeophy of community 
policing include a high service orientat~on and partnership 
with the community in terms of support and cooperation. It 
should be noted fhar even though social service is an element 
of traditional policing it was given e very low priority 
compared to the crime control element. However, in community 
policing, a service orientation is given a much greater 
emphasis than ever before. The ruo factors of service 
orientation and partnership are clearly noted in several ideas 
associated wirh comm-ity policing which differentiate it from 
the traditional model of policing. The ideas associated wirh 
community policing xnclude a decentralrzation of authority, 
police-community reciprocity and civilianiaation. These ideas 
are addressed helow in the discussion of community policing 
which LS also organized around rhree concepts; (1) service 
orientation, (21 orientation towarde community cooperation, 
and (3) orientation toxarde achieving community support. Each 
is discuesed in turn. 
sm1cc OPIOPTATIOII 
One of the concepts associated with community policing is 
a service orientation. In the community policing model a 
service orientation is stressed as the necessary prereauisite 
to maintain a close relationship with the public who have the 
ability to assist the police by enforcing 'informal' 
mechanisms of social control. Furthermore, the police are 
both integrated members of the community and the formal agenra 
of social control who place emphasla on local accountability 
to community needs (Miller and Hesa. 1994:19). 
Decentralization of authority is one part af community 
policing which is used to improve service delivery to the 
public. Community policing replaces the reactive, para- 
mrlifary police bureaucracies with modern, 'decentralized' 
Organizations that are intended to respond co the needs of the 
police and the people they serve (Rosenbaum, ~ e h .  and 
Wllkinron. 1994:3331. 
Decentralization refers to a tranafomfion in the 
organizational stmctvre of police forces. In other words, 
the hierarchical or para-military organizational model of 
police departments becomes more horironcally differentiated 
through a 'de-layeringa of the authority structure (bighton, 
1991:4971. ~ecentralization results in a greater degree of 
responsibilitybeing passed down the ranks to officers who are 
'generalists'. as opposed to 'specialists'. A s  generalists in 
a decentralized organization, officers are expected to deal 
with a wide variety of comrmnity problems and concerns rather 
that baing a epecialier in one area such as interviewing 
victims of sexual assault. In this manner, service delivery 
to the publlc may be improved. 
Decentralization also allows police officers more 
discretionary power l ~ c k  and Spelman, 1989:512) . Wirh greater 
discretionary power. it is hoped chat rank and file officers 
can better serve the public. This transformation in the 
organizational structure results in greater autonomy for rank 
and file and supervisory officers when dealing with c-unity 
needs and problems ILaighton, 1991:4971. The increased 
autonomy given to the police also allows officers to have 
greater freedom to exercise independence while working in 
dlfferenr cornunities IGoldetein. 1987:9). According to 
Rosenbaum, et al. (1994:3331, decentralization removes "the 
organizational shackles from police officers to stimulate 
creative thinking, diecretion and prablen-solving strategies 
at the street level." 
Normandeau and teighton (1990:lrll contend that, with 
decentralization, there is a loyalty ehifr away from the cham 
of command which was consisrent with the para-militav 
organization. Community policing allows police officers' 
loyalty to be placed with the Canadian Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms, the Criminal Coda, the common law and the community. 
Decentralization means that officers focus on individual 
rights and have greater discretionary parer to choose whether 
or not to enforce the crlminal code for the beneflt of the 
cownunicy rather than routinely enforcing laws because 
commanding officers call for an increase in the anforcemenr of 
certain offenses, such as a 'crackdowns on enforcing the 
searbelt legislation an motorists. 
ORIUTTATIOII TOV7APDS CL#ORlWXTY COOPaarTIclr 
A Second concept associated with community policing is an 
orientation Cowards community cooperation. Thre concept is 
derived from the idea of police-community reciprocity. Por 
example, Leighton (1991:490) states that the effectiveness of 
the police in the cornunity policing model can be judged by 
the amount of public cooperation. Furthermore, Miller and 
Heas (1994~19) contend that community policing is 
characterized by an increased emphasis on cammunity 
cooperation. 
Community policing facilitates a re-definition of the 
relationship between the police and the people they serve and 
allows for a partnership with the community where the police 
and the public share the responsibility for safety and public 
order (Trojanaricz and Bucymeroux. 1994:41. An assumption of 
the community policrng model is that by building a partnership 
with the community, the police and the public can share the 
responsibility for safety and public order and reach a mutual 
agreement on the goals and methods of policing their 
community. The community must cooperate with the police for 
community policing to succeed. The philosophy of partnership 
between the police and the mmmunity atttempts to redefine the 
nature of polise-community relacion* in terms of objectives 
and style ICwdeman. et al., 1992:761. 
central to rhe philosophy of partnership is mutual tmst 
and respect, crvility and support lTro3an0~icr and Bucqueraux. 
1991).  his proposed alliance allows the police to invice the 
public into accepting their ahare of the responsibility for 
building safer neigMourhoods and a bttter quality of life in 
their communities IFriedmam, 1992:29; Trojanowicz and 
~ucqueroux, 1994:41. N ~ W  lines of comunication are 
enviaxoned ae members of the public are consulted and 
encouraged to provide input into the decision-making process 
regarding policing matters. 
Community policing also involves community consultation 
to achieve two policing objectives.   he first objective is 
~dentifying short-tern priorities for addressing crime and 
dlsorder problema in the community. The second objective is 
establishing a long-term orientation and reaffirmation of the 
community policing mandate through the conferring of public 
consent (Nonnandeau and Leighton, 1993:301. Community 
consultation through advisory committees helps to create. 
support and sustain a strong police-cmmunicy partnership 
LLeightan, 1993:2481. 
Police cooperation with the public may be demonstrated, 
for example, in officers consulting with citizens through 
avenues such as door-to-door contacts to gain information 
about local problems and reduce the fear of crime (Rosenbaum 
and Lurrgio, 1994:3071. community consultation is e necessary 
aspect of community policing because the assumption is that 
crime, dlaorder, and fear of crime are inversely related to 
the degree of public participarion in policing (Leighton, 
1991:4871. In addition, community palicing is evaluated 
through the process of community consultation which indirectly 
results in an increase in police accountability to the people 
(Normandeau and Leighton, 1990:241. 
Police-community reciprocity can be referred to as a 
return to Sir Robert Peel's aavanth principle of policing 
which states that 'the palice are the public and the public 
are the police.. rn the community model of policing, the 
police serve, learn from. and are accountable to. the public 
(Klockare. 1991:535). 
ORISUTATIOU -6 CO?DMUITX SUPPORT 
The third concept associated with comvnity policing is 
orientation towards cornunity support. Achieving cornunity 
support is connected with the idea of civilianisation which 
refers to "the employment of non-sworn officers to do jobs 
chat were formally done by police officers" (Klockars, 
1991:5401. 
Community policing is attempting to make the police more 
effecrive and efficient in terns of both reducing costs and 
dealing with community problems through this process of 
'civilianisationr IKlockara. 1991:540). Civilianisation is 
based on the assumption that it is cheaper to have civilian 
employees do certain tasks normally assigned to fully trained 
police officers. The tasks performed by civilians include 
equipment maintenance. clerical duties, court liaison person, 
comunication functions and research and planning lskolnick 
and Bayley. 1991:498-499; ~lockars, 1991:540-5411. The 
reallocation of fheea tasks to civilians results in officers 
having more time to aeeeas community needs and to deal 
directly wifh community problems to achieve greater community 
support. For community policing to succeed, these officers 
will require a positive attitude towards working with the 
community to gain their support and cooptracian. 
Finally, community policing is attempting to achieve 
community support by increasing the number of positive 
contacts with comaunity members. Police work has been 
referred to as sociecyrs dirty work eince officers often deal 
with people who are sometimes referred to by society as 'low- 
lifes' or 'scum' (Galliher 1985:61; Shearing, 1981:382-3831. 
Community policing attempts to raise the morale of police 
orficera by making beccer use of their skills. The number of 
poaitive conCacfs wifh the more supportive and law abiding 
members of the community is increased by givlng the 
subordinate ranks more responsibility thereby allowing them to 
work more effectively with the public (Skolnisk and Bayley. 
1988.34; Wilson and Bennett, 1994:3541. 

issues. 'Walking the beat' encourages the building of this 
partnership between the police and community members and 
increases the number of positive contacts with the public 
facilitating the development of community avpport of the 
police. 
A decentralized and peeraonalired community policing 
service encourages more cooperation between the police and the 
community. This type of service results in a more rewarding 
and less Emstrating job enviroment for the police and a more 
trusting atticude towards the public (Trojanowicz and 
Bucqueroux, 1994:56; Lurigio and Skogan. 1994:3171. According 
to Skolnick and Bayley (1988:341, "community pclicing m y  be 
che beat program the police have devised for mainta~n~ng rest 
for the job". A recent survey conducted by Lurigio and Skogan 
(1991:315-3301 indicates that moat police officers are looking 
for a job that allows them to exercise independem thought and 
action, to be creative and imaginative. and r o  learn abavr new 
things. Indeed, this type of job is specifically advocated in 
the community polrcing philosophy. 
~n conclusion, this chapter ha. discussed both 
traditional and comamiry palicing and the concepts associated 
with each style. These concepts are used to identify officers 
who are oriented more towards traditional or community 
pol~cing. Officers who have a high crime control oricntaclon. 
a high orientation Cowards the use of farce, and a high 
arientation towards police solidarity paseeas attitudes 
associated with traditional policing. However. if officers 
demonstrate a high service orientation. a high orientation 
towards community cooperation and a high orientation towards 
achieving community support then they possess the required 
attitudes co conduct community plicing. Using these 
concepts. the atcitudinal indicators for the study are 
conscruceed and operationalized in chapter four. 
-z.R Pmn 
MElnoWW 
This chapter outlines the research methodology used to 
collect the data for this thesis. It begins by presenting the 
Sample sine and method of selection and then discusses the 
data gathering technique and limirariohs of the research. The 
survey questionnaire is then discussed along with the 
aperat~onaliration of the concepts involved in the study. The 
sratiarrcal techniques used in the study are then presented. 
The chapter ends with a discussion of the research ethics 
involved in the study. 
It is necessary to address the issue of why the 
researcher chose to conduct the study wich the RCMP and ha. 
this affe~cs the research process. The R m P  was chosen foe 
t w o  specific reasons. First, the official policing model of 
the RCMP has been declared as community policing since 1990 
IRCMP. 19901. However. ~t should be noted that the decisian 
to change the training methods ae the RCMP training academy to 
teach the principles of community policing was nor made until 
1993 l~he Pony Express. ~ugust 19951. Second. the researcher 
is currently a member of the R m P ,  employed aa a Constable in 
the sydney area of Cape Breton, Nova Scofia. Being a member 
of the RCMP facilitates the ability to obtain information on 
socialization (both formal and informal training1 and 
community policlng within the force. 
This study began in 1994 and the qveetionnaire was 
developed prior to the researcher becoming a fully trained 
member of the n m P .  =he researcher had no preconceived 
expectations or preferences in regards to the results of the 
survey. This research is exploratory, looking at the 
arcirudes of police officers socialized in the traditional 
model of policing and how these attitudes relate to c m u i t y  
~ ~ l i c i n g .  Even though the researcher has recently been 
aocialired in the community policing model with the R m P ,  the 
results of the survey are not affected since the researcher 
had no direct contact with the respondents. Respondents' 
questionnaire answers were mailed to the researcher for 
analysis and coding. The researcher is first and foremost a 
eoclologist in this study and is not conducting the study on 
behalf of the RCMP. 
IIIIIPLE 8111 AUD -D 
This study is designed to measure the attitudes of RCMP 
off~cers who e r e  socialized in the traditional model of 
policing. It investigates how these arcitudes relate to the 
new model of community policing. To accomplish this task. 
probability sawling techniques were used to select a sample 
of RCMP officers to whom a survey questionnaire waa sent. 
=he sample was confined to officers in the province of 
~ o v a  scotla. This subset of the national population of RCMP 
officers was selected for several reasons. First, it was 
hoped rhat because the researcher is e member of the RCMP in 
Nova Scafia a hlgher response rate might be achieved. 
second, due to time constraints and in order to simplify 
sample selection. it was decided that using a province with 
under loo0 RCMP members would be much easier than trying to 
select a sample from over 16,000 members across Canada. The 
envmeratmn of all RDlP officers in Canada who fit the sample 
c r ~ ~ e r i a  would he extremely time conirumlng and difficult. 
requiring permission from all provincial jurisdictions. 
Furthermore. it was also hoped rhat the costs and the respense 
time for the return of the questio~aires would be reduced by 
keeping the sample confined to one province. 
~hird. provincial laws vary from province to province. 
Keeping the sample population confined to wave Scotia ensures 
a sample of officers responsible for enforcing the same 
provincial laws, mostly in rural communities. The face char 
most RCMP officers in Nova Scotia are responeible for policing 
rural areas is important becauee it increases the likclihwd 
that the informal socialization process of rhese officers 
would be similar as opposed to that of RCMP officers policing 
city areas like North Vancouver. 
It was decided to aurvey only experienced police officers 
and not do a comparison study on attitudes with neophyte 
officers due to the lack of new recruits hired and trained in 
the past five years since the adoption of community police 
training in 1993. According to the RCMP staffing section in 
Halifax, Nova Scotia, hiring with the RCMP has been minimal 
since around 1991 and most of the new recruits that were hired 
were sent to British Columbia where the majority of RCMP 
officers are stationed. very few new recruits are sent to 
Nova Scotia. Hence a comparison study of attitudes with 
experienced police officers and new recruits here in Nova 
Scotia would not have been possible. 
The probability sampling technique was employed to ensure 
that all R W  officers in the province of Nova Scotia had an 
equal chance of being selected m the sample if they fit the 
Sample criteria. To ensure officers were trained and 
sociallred into the traditional model of policing, only 
~fficers with more than five years service were selected to 
participate in the survey. A complete list of full-time, 
regular mambers of the ~ o y a l  canadian mounted Police within 
the province of Nova Scotia IH ~ivision). along with their 
regimental numbers. was obtained from the RCNP'S 
adminierration section in nalifax. AS of ~ e c e m b e r  ~1st. 1992. 
the highest regmental number in the RMP was 44322. Members 
of the RCMP v ~ t h  regimental numbere below 44323 have more than 
five yeare of service in the RCMP and were nor trained under 
the community policing philosophy which began in 1993 at 
Depot. These members were used to create the list from which 
=he sample was chosen. There were 747 members in the province 
of Nova Scotia wifh more than five years police experience 
wifh the RCHP. 
A sample of 200 police officers was then dram from the 
list using a table of random numbers IBabbLe,  1990:3581. A 
sample sire of 200 was used with the expectation that a 
minimum of 125 completed queetiomaires m l d  be returned. A 
minimum of 125 questionnaires would represent a random sample 
Of Over 16% of members in Nova Scotia whose attitudes could be 
considered representative of the whole. 
DATA QA-NO -Om 
  he closed-ended questionnaire method was used in the 
survey to provide a greater uniformity of responses and 
because it is more easily processed. The researcher attempted 
to ensure Chat the answer categories provided vera exhauativ* 
and mutually exclusive when measuring personal characreriatics 
oE the reepondents. That is, the categories included a11 the 
possible responses expected. In appropriate cases, the 
category %other' was provided. The categories were also 
mu~vally exclusive such char respondents would not feel 
compelled fa choose more than one response. 
TO measure the attitudes of officers, the survey 
g~esfionnalre employed cloeed-ended responses arranged on a 
Likert scale. The Likert scale was developed by Reneie Likert 
and is a Fo-t in which respondents are asked to read a 
statement and agree or dieagree with it. The respondents in 
the current research were asked to read a statement and choose 
one of the following responees: 'strongly agree'. 'agree'. 
~neurral', .disagree. or 'strongly disagree'. According to 
~abbie 119901. -~ikerf scaling represents a mre eyerematic 
and refined means of constructing indexae' and is "frequently 
used in contemporary survey questionnaires.. mrchemore the 
Likert f o m r  resolves the dilemma of judging rhe relative 
strength of agreement intended by the various respondenrs and 
is a straight toward method of index construction IBabbie, 
1990:1641 . 
using identical maponse categories for the questionnaire 
items to meaeure each variable results in each item baing 
scored in a uniform manner. scores of 1 to 5 were assigned to 
the five response categories, taking into account the 
direction of agreement far each item used to measure the 
variable. ~ a a h  reawndent receives an overall score for each 
variable representing the summation of the scores for each 
questionnaire item. The scoring of the items used to measure 
each variable is explained in the statistical techniques 
aectron of the research (Chapter 4 .  P.961. 
Prior to sending the questionnaire to the selected 
sample, an e-mail message was sent to the afticere informing 
them of the forthcoming questionnaire using the RmP's 
infernal computer system known as ROSS (RMP OFFICER SUPPORT 
SYSTEM). This message informed the sample as to haw and why 
they had been selected; who the researcher was; the time 
expected to complete the questionnaire and how to do so; and 
how to return che completed questionnaire. 
The survey questionnaire was then mailed out to each 
individval officer along with a self addressed envelope in 
which to return the completed questionnaire to the researcher. 
The questionnaires were mailed to the officers because it was 
not practical for the researcher to physically hand deliver 
each questionnaire across the province and wait for =he 
respondents to fill them out. mrthe-re, having the 
respondents return the completed questionnaires by nail 
ensured respondent anonpity. A total a£ 150 queetionnairaa 
were completed and rerurned to the researcher which were 
eubsequently coded and used in the analysis. 150 returned 
questionnaires is a 751; response rate and represents 2 0 1  of 
the members in Nova Scotia with more than five years police 
experience with the RMP. The data were analysed using the 
Stat~sfical Package For Social Sciences ISPSS-X) and are 
presented in tabular form in chapter five. 
LIIIITATICOPS OF TIB F S S W C B  
A fundamental limitation of this ~tudy is the small 
sample size. The random sample of 200 did not include enough 
officers from three different areas. police officers above the 
rank of Corporal, female officers, and minority officers. 
=hie limitation resulted in these categories having low 
numbers of cases. Fortunately, after analysing the data, no 
differences in attitudes w e r e  found between the male officers 
and female and minority officers hence all officers surveyed 
were included in the final data analysis. A much larger 
sample would have increased =he statiseical eignificancc of 
the correlations. However, as far as being able to generalize 
to RCME officers in Nova ScotLa, this sample can be considered 
representative. 
 here are other limitations in the current research 
which are noted am well by Brooks. er al. (19931 in their 
study on police attitudes. First, there is always the 
question of whether attitudes can accurately be measured using 
the survey approach. For the present study, time and resource 
limitations did nor make observing the actual behaviovr of a 
large number of police officers feasible. 
second, the honesty of respondents can always be called 
into question. nowever, the survey was anonymous and consent 
was valunfar/.   his should reduce any concern with this 
problem. 
Third, some of the questions in the survey may have been 
interpreted differently by different officers. For example, 
question 15 on the survey questionnaire on reporting a fellow 
police officer for 'clearly' violating a person's charter. 
v here were a couple of comments written on the returned 
questionnaires an how one defined 'clearly' violating 
someone,s =ights.  ha degree to which one znrerprete the word 
%clearly' may vary amongst officers. 
~ourfh, those officers who chose not to participate may 
have had different attitudes than those who chose to 
participate in the study. How their attitudes would have 
affecred the results of this study is unborn. 
  in ally, the fifth limicafian of the research relates to 
the relationship between attitude and behaviour. There are 
different points of view on predicting behaviour on the basis 
~f attitudes. According to Nelson and Fleras (19951, *the 
perception that attitudes and behaviour are necessarily linked 
is questionable at beat-. However, according to Hill (19811. 
-moderate consiszency between the two has been found under a 
variety of research and methodological conditions". Worden 
11989) points out that 'there seems to be a compelling, 
intuitive connection between attitudes and behaviour, even in 
the absence of empirical evidence to support this contention'. 
The point to be made here ie that the degree to which 
actions correspond with attitudes can be questioned. The 
argument can be made that attitudes alone are insufficient to 
determine the extent to which police officers are willing to 
conduct community policing even if they possess the required 
attitudes. In the same vein, attitudes favouring traditional 
policing may not produce behaviour counter to community 
polzcing. However, chia research focuses on police attitudes 
Which may or may not be reflected in behaviour. Nevertheless, 
attitudes consistent with the community policing model are 
more likely to reflect positively on behaviour. 
It is also necessary to address the claeeical issue of 
'ecological fallacy' of the current research whereby behavlour 
may be affected in groupe. It is not uncommon for people to 
act contrary to their o m  beliefs and interests within a group 
context. However. RCMP members patrol and respond co 
complaints alone in Nova Scotia unless the situarion clearly 
warrants sending more than one police officer. Therefore, the 
likelihood of the group context affecting the behaviour of the 
RCMP Officers is diminished. 
s m m  QmsTI011*U~ 
The survey questionnaire used in this research was 
developed by re-vorkmng a part of a questionnaire borrowed 
with permission from Brooks et al. (1993) who created it using 
ideas from Worden 11989). Ostrom. et al. 119771 and Shernock 
(19881. The researcher was able to re-word parts of the 
original questionnaire to measure attitudes associated with 
traditional and community policing in Canada. For example. to 
measure orientation towards the use of Eorce, it is irrelevant 
to ask Canadian police officers a question on stun guns, which 
are used by same police forces in rhe U.S.A., because they are 
illegal in Canada. Instead, a question on pepper spray. which 
is legal for use by Canadian police officers, is mare 
relevant. Additional questions were also developed 
specifically for thls study by the researcher end added co the 
questionnaire. The additional questions were used to measure 
attitudes associated with traditional and community policing 
and were derived from a review of the relevant literature. 
The firer section of the questionnaire contains a number 
of p e r e 0 ~ 1  questions relating to the respondent's sex, age. 
race, rank, educational level and yeara of service. These 
questions are used ro explore whether attitudes can be 
explained by demographic data. =so, in order to examine the 
impact of work assignments and work experience on attitudes. 
questions on the current and previous sections that officers 
have worked in and the length of time in each section were 
also asked. IU1 officer who has worked m the drvg section for 
a number of yeara and who has recently been transferred to 
detachment work may have a different attitude towards rhe 
public than an officer who has worked on general detachment 
duties for several yeara. me different sections of the RMP 
included on the questionnaire are detachment w r k  ((responding 
to complaints and investigations). G.I.S. (general 
investiqarive section, usually major crimes requiring detailed 
and immediate investigation), drug section and custom and 
excise. A space for .other' sections is also included. 
=he second section of the questionnaire contains 35 items 
designed to measure six  a t ~ i f u d i ~ l  indicators of traditional 
and community policing. The six aftitvdinal indicators 
measured by the survey queszionnaire are presented below in 
table 4.1. The actual questionnaire, which includee the 3s 
questionnaire items displayed in random order. is presented in 
Appendix B 
- 
high crime control 
orlentation 
hlgh orientation towards the 
use of farce 
high orientation towards 
~olice solidaritv 
low crime control 
orienfafion 
low OrientatLon cowards the 
use of force 
low orientation towards 
~olice eolidaritv 
low service orientation high service orientation 
Face validity was utilized to create these attitudinal 
indicators. race validity refers to the selection of items 
that the researcher feela are logically related co the 
variables to be assessed 1i.e. traditional and community 
policing). 
negative attitude towards 
achieving community support 
negative attitude towards 
community cooperation 
positive attitude towards 
achieving community s u ~ ~ o r t  
positive attitude towards 
cononunity cooperation 
OPERATIOSALI7ATICM OF COIIC6PTS 
-s 
POT the purpose of this study. 'police affxcer' is 
operationalized by defining the officer as a full-time 
employee of rhe Royal Canadian Mounted Police with peace 
officer status (full powers of arrest). 'Peace officer 
statue' is important becauee orher full-time employees of the 
RCMP exist who do not have powers of arrest. For example. 
people working in comunications and other generic functions 
are full-time employees of the RCMP but they do not have peace 
officer status. 
Individual police officers were selected for this study 
if they fulfilled all of the following three criteria: 
individuals employed as full-rime members of the RCMP 
(excluding special corntables and auxiliaw members); 
individuals having peace officer status as specified by 
government licensing; and individuals with more than five 
years experience with the RCMP. The third criteria ie 
important to ensure the selection of those officers who have 
been trained to perforn in the traditional model of policing 
b ~ t  who are now expected to work within the new community 
policing model. 
The intent of these population criteria is to produce a 
homogeneous target population of R M P  officers who were 
trained to perform in the traditional nodel of policing. 
Operatianalination based an these criteria exclude auxiliary 
members and special constables with the R M P ,  other employees 
with the RCMP, new recruits to the force, and other members 
trained to perform in the new c o m n i t y  policing model. 
xnxmDxs: 
Attitudes were operationalized wlrh assistance from the 
work of Brooks, et al. 119931. A coral of six attitudinal 
indicators were used in the research. Three indicators were 
used to measure an officer's orientation towards traditional 
policing; I11 crime control orientation, (21 orientation 
towards the use of force and 131 orientation towards police 
solidarity. M d  three were used to measure an officer's 
orientation towards community policing; (11 service 
orientation. 121 orientation towards achieving community 
support and (1) orientation toward community cooperation. 
A total of 35 questions were used to measure the above 
sxx attitudinal indicators which were scored on a Likert scale 
by choosing only one of the following responses for each 
question: SA (strongly agree), A (agree). N (neutral), D 
(disagree). and SD Istmngly disagree). The coding was done 
such that high scores represent a high orientation towards the 
indicator measured and low scores represent a low orientation. 
A description on how each atritudinal indicator was scored and 
coded is presented below. 
T P U ) I T I O ~  POLICINQ DID1CAmIIs 
1. 
crime Co"Cro1 orientation was measured using eight 
questions to deternine how oriented an officer was toward 
crime control as hislher appropriate role. The eight 
questions addressed the limitations of legal rcscrictianr on 
police hehavlour; probable cause requirements and their 
effectiveness; the appropriateness of using unethical means 
and 'questionable practices'; the perception of interference 
by the supreme court; and wwhaf conatitutee a good and 
effective polzse officer IQueerions 1, 5 ,  8.  12, 19. 23. 26, 
and 27 in Appendix 8 ) .  
These questions were neaaured on a Likert scale as 
described above. The responses were coded to give five 
Points for Bfmngly agree, four points for agree. three points 
for neutral, two points for disagree, and one point for 
efrongly disagree. =he response values (1 to 5 points1 for 
the eight questions were added together to give a total score 
Ear crime control orientation with a ~axirnum of 40 ( 5  point- 
x 8 questions1 and a minimum of 8 I1 point x 8 ques~iansl. 
High scores reflect an orientation toward crime control which 
is consistent with the traditional model of policing. Low 
scores reflect a low orientation towards crime control as the 
appropriate role of the police, which is more consistent with 
community policing. 
2 .  -e USE OI - 
Orientation Towards The m e  Of Force, the second 
attitudinal indicator, was measured using four queetions 
assessing attitudes toward the appropriateness of the use of 
various types of force by police. The survey questionnarre 
measured an officer's orientation cowards the use of farce 
through questions concerning the use of 'choke-holds', pepper 
spray and deadly force generally, as well as who should judge 
whether force has been exceaslve (puestions 2, 11, 18 and 22 
in Appendix 8 ) .  It is vorth noting that the researcher was 
taught during training that R m P  pollcy on the lateral 
vascular neck restraint. commonly referred to as the 'choke 
hold', states that it can only be used if an officer fears 
grievous bodily harm for him/hereelf or others. 
The responees were re-coded to give five points for 
stro~gly agree, four points for agree, three points far 
neutral, two points for disagree, end one point for strongly 
disagree. The response values (1 to 5 points1 for the four 
questions were added together to give a total score for the 
indicator (orientation towards the use of force). The 
possible score8 ranged from a maximum of 20 ( 5  pointe x 4 
questions) to a minimum of 4 (I point x 4 questions). sigh 
scores for this indicator reflect an orientation toward the 
use of force which is consistent with traditional policing. 
LOW scores reflect an orientation away from the use of force 
which would indicate an attxtude more consistent with the 
community police model. 
3. 
The third attitudinal indicator of traditional policing, 
Oriencntion Toward Police Solidarity, consists of four 
gueselans measuring the likelihood of officers reporcing 
~nfractions committed by fellow police officers. officers 
were asked to state the likelihood that they would report a 
fellow officer for using unnecessary Eorce, 'clearly' 
vialac~ng a citizen's charter rights, driving while 
intoxicated and speeding after being warned (Questions 7 .  15, 
3 0 .  and 35 m Appendix 81. 
These questions were coded such that one point was given 
for strongly agree, tvo points for agree, three points for 
neutral, four points for disagree, and flve points for 
strongly disagree. =he response values 11 to 5 points) for 
the fovr questions were added together to give a total ecore 
for the indicator with a maximum score of 20 I5 points x 4 
questions) and a anmimum score of 4 (I point x 4 questions). 
High scores for this indicator reflect a high degree of palice 
sol~darity which is an orientation 'not' to report fellow 
officers' violations. A high orientation towards police 
solidarity reflects an attitude consistent with traditional 
polzcing. A low orientation towards police solidarity is more 
consistent with cmmunity policmng. 
EOlDmXIlY POLICING IIWICATOW 
1. -
one of the attitudinal indicators of community policing 
is a Service OrienCafion which is measured using nine 
quesf~ons to determine an officer's attitude toward service as 
the appropriate role of tha police. Theee questions include 
the appropriateness oE handling non-criminal calls; settling 
family disputes of a non-criminal nature; handling public 
nuisances; assisting sick or injured citizens; helping 
czflzens who are lacked out of cars; as well as questions 
which directly focus on the appropriateness and effectiveness 
of the service role (Questions 4, 9.  13. 16, 20, 24, 2 8 ,  33 
and 34 m Appendix BL. 
The responses were coded to give five points for strongly 
agree, tour points for agree. three points for neutral, two 
points for disagree, and one point for strongly dlsegree. The 
response values (1 to 5 points) for the nine questions were 
added together to give a rota1 score for the indicator 
(~ervice orientation). The maxzmum possible score for service 
orientation is 1 5  ( 5  points x 9 questions1 and the minimum 
possible score is 9 (1 point x 9 questions). nigh scores for 
this indicator reflect an orientation toward servrce which is 
expected of community police a€ficera. Lar scores reflect an 
orientation away from service as an appropriate m l e  which is 
more consistent vlth traditional policing. 
2 .  
The second attitudinal indicator of community policing, 
OrienCaflon Toward Cornunity Cooperation, is measured using 
five questions to deternine an oEficerfs attitude towards 
receiving and soliciting the publicas help in dealing with 
enforcement and cornunity problems. C-unity police officers 
reguzre a positive attitude towards cooperating with 
community members to salve problems they feel are the most 
troublesome and must be willing to accept input from the 
public on policing issues. 
The questions for this indicator deal with an officer's 
attitude towards the following: c m u n i r y  members calling the 
police if they see something suspicious; citizens reporting 
'all' crimes if they are victimized; and the public calling 
the police to report community problena such as noisy 
juveniles. It also rncludee questions soliciting a police 
officer's attitude towards organizing, implementing and 
assessing programs to overcome enforcement problems with the 
aid of community members and towards soliciting the public's 
participation in community policing programe (Questions 10, 
17, 25. 31, and 32 in Appendix 81. 
The responses wre coded to give five points for strongly 
agree, four points for agree, three points for neu~ral, tuo 
paints far disagree. end one pint for strongly disagree. The 
response values (I to 5 points1 for the five questions were 
added together to give a total acore for orientation toward 
community cooperation with a maximum acore of 25 (5 points x 
5 questions1 and a m i n i m  score of 5 I1 point x 5 questions). 
High scores for thi8 indicator reflect an attitude consierent 
with the community policing model. LOW scares reflect an 
arflfude mare consistent with traditional policing. 
3. 
orientation Toward Comnvnity Support, a third atritudinal 
indicator of community policing, is measured usrng five 
questions concerning an officer's attitude towards working 
with the public to gain community support. A positive 
attitude cowards achieving commmicy support indicates chat an 
officer possesses one of the required attitudes €or community 
policing. 
TO measure attitudes toward achieving cammunity support, 
the questione aolisit an officer's attitude towards working 
with the community r o  gain respect and support; reducing 
verbal and physical abvse of the police by the public; 
receiving fair treatment by the media; and increasing support 
for police actions. The last question on this item examines 
an officer's attitude towards accepting the public's advice on 
policing issues as a means of gaining public supporc 
(Questions 3 ,  6, 14. 21, and 29 in Appendix 81. 
  he responses were re-coded to give five points for 
strongly agree. four points for agree, three points for 
neutral, two points for disagree, and one point for strongly 
d~sagree. The response values I1 to 5 points1 for the five 
quest~ons were added together to give a total score €or the 
~ndicator (orlentation toward community support1 with a 
maximum score of 25 ( 5  points x 5 questions) and a minimum 
score of 5 i l  point x 5 questions). High scores for this 
indicator reflect an orientation towards achieving comunlty 
support, an attitude consistent with the community policing 
model. m w  scores reflecf an attitude more consistent with 
traditional policing. 
STATISTICAL =-Om8 
115 stated abcve, the reaponsea were measured on a Likert 
scale ranging from strongly agree to stmngly disagree. 
~esponse values of I to 5 were assigned to the LikerC scale 
which was than coded such that a high value to the question 
would reflect a high orientation toward the indicator being 
measured. In the Likerr format, a reeponse score of three 
reflects a neutral position. The response values for the 
questions used co measure each indicator were added together 
and a total score was then computed for each indicator. Par 
example, the response values for all eight questions on crime 
confr~l were added to give an overall score for the crime 
conrrol indicator. High scores for orientation towards crime 
control, the uec of force and police eolidarity mean chat the 
officer is oriented more towards the traditional style of 
policing. Low scares for these indicators represent an 
attitude more consistent vith community policing. High scores 
for orientation fowarda service, achieving community 
Cooperation and community support mean that the officer is 
community police oriented. Low scores for these indicators 
mean that the officer has an attitude more consistent with 
traditional policing. 
The general frequencies of the six indicators used in the 
etvdy are presented in tabular f om in chapter five showing 
the number of responses (Nl, scale means, and the minimum and 
maximum scores recorded foe each attitvdinal indicazor 
measured. Correlation tables for the indicators are also 
presented.  ina ally. significance t-testa and anavae were used 
to determine if significant differences in attitudes could be 
explained by a variety of variables such as sex, race. rank, 
Years of police service, education. current and previous 
assignments (aecrrons in the R m P l  and length of time in each 
section. 
This information is used to determine if the attitudes of 
RCMP officers in the prwince of Nova Scotia are oriented more 
cowards the traditional model of policing or more towards the 
community policing modal. It also sheds some light on 
factors affecting police officer attitudes. 
R6s-ca m c s  
TO ensure this research was ethical, the researcher 
followed and implemented ethical standards of survey research 
outlined in Babbie 11990: 338-3511. Since this research asked 
e h ~  respondents to reveal personal information - personal 
characterlatics and attlrudas - respondents were told that 
participation in the survey was voluntary and that they had 
the option not to participate if they so desired. 
The leeearsher also attempted co ensure that no harm was 
done to respondents by only asking questions viral to the 
research and by producing the results in aggregate statistics. 
With aggregate sfatisLice if was hoped that respondents will 
not be able to specifically locate ehemselvca in thc etudy 
results and categorize themselves which may trouble them or 
threaten their =el€-image. 
Flnally, to ensure anonymity, respondents were advised 
not to identify themselves or put any identification marks on 
their questionnaires. The officers selected were also advised 
that all completed questionnaires are oonEidentia1 and will 
only be accessed by the researcher. In following these 
guidelines, the researcher attempted to ensure chat the 
individval rights and privacy of the respondents were not 
violated. In this manner, this researcher feels that this 
study is ethically defensible. 
  his chapter presents a summary of the main 
characteristics of the sample of RCMP officers in the province 
of N D V ~  Scotia who completed and returned the survey 
questionnaire.   his is followed by a presentation of the 
findings on their attitudes related to traditional and 
community policing. Finally, the factors which generally 
affect police attitudes are discussed. 
cEK+&CTEllSTICS OF THE W L Z  
a total of 150 questionnaires were cnnpleted and returned 
for analysis. Thie is 75% of the distributed questionnaires. 
The age distribution of the respondents is shown in Table 5.1. 
& can be seen in the  able, 8+ of the sample are between the 
ages of 25-30, 14% between 31-35. 21.3t between 36-40, 23.3% 
between 41-45 and 33% are older than age 46. A total of 138 
males and 9 females completed and returned the questionnaire 
with 3 persons failing to identify their sex. One hundred and 
AGE-GROUPS FREQUENCY PERCENT 1 % )  
25-30 
31-35 14.01 
36-40 21.31 
41-45 23.3% 
46 + 33.3% 
forty seven 11471 respondents are white, 1 native, 1 other and 
1 failed to respond to the question on race. 
From these characteristics, it can be seen that the 
survey is daminaced by white males. =hie finding is nor 
surprising since only 11% of all police officere in Canada are 
women (The Sunday Daily News. September 13, 1998; page 3 1 .  In 
addition. the RCMP had only 0.8% visible minorities in 1990 
(Seagrave, 1997; 97). However, it should be noted that after 
checking the data, no signrficant differences in attitudes 
were found between the male and female oeficers or the two 
minorities in the sample. ~ance. all returned questionnaires 
were used in the Linal data analysis. 
Also, the sample appears to be -tux= in age in that 92e 
of respondents are 31 years of age of older. Hence, these 
officers have years of life experiences to draw vpon when 
making decisions and dealing wizh the public. However, as 
people gee older they may also tend to became more set ~n 
their ways. Adjusting to the new community policing model may 
pose a problem for senior officers. 
Two more characteristics are of interest before taking a 
closer look at the implications of these dara for the study. 
one of these is rank and the other is yeare of service. y able 
5.2 presenCs the number of police officers and their rank 
along with the corresponding percentage of the sample. 
NUMBER OF OFFICERS RANK PERCFXT OF SAMPLE 
r 92 I CONSTABLE I 61.1% 1 I 
~ o o k ~ n g  at the rank of the respondents reveals that 61.1% of 
the sample are Constables, 16.7% are Corporals. 8% are 
Sergeants, 8.7% are Staff Sergeants and 5.3% fell in the 
'other. category which places them in the 'Officer' rank of 
25 
I 
13 
12 I SERGEANT I 8 . 0 %  
CURPOIW. 16.7% 
8 I INSPECTOR OR ABOVE I 5.3% 
STAFF SERGEANT 8 . 7 %  
Inspector or above. This appears to be a representative cross 
secflon of the population of RCMP officer* as a whole with the 
majority of officers ar the Constable level. 
AS for the number of years of service in the RCMP. Table 
5.3 presents the distribution of the respondents. 
TABLE 5.3 
-S or SIRVICE IIY mnmm or onIceaS mn eaaclnrr or s m ~ a  
YEARS OF SERVICE NUMBER OF OFFICERS PERCENT OF SAMPLE 
5-10 YEARS 19.3% 
11-15 YEARS 10.7b 
16-20 YEARS 
21-25 YEARS 31 20.7% 
25 + YEARS 28.7% 
1n  able 5.3 it can be seen that 19.31; of the respondents have 
been in the RCMP between 5-10 years. 10.7% between 11-15 
years. 20.7% between 16-20 years and the same far 21-25 years. 
Finally, the largeat group of officers (28.1b) have more than 
25 years experience in the RCMP. These data indicate that the 
aample of officers is quire aenior in service, 80.7% of 
respondents have 11 or more years experience with the RCMP. 
~ased on the above characteristics. there are cerraln 
implications of these data for the study which must be 
addressed. It can be seen E m m  the data presented above that 
92% of the sample are 31 ysare of age or older with 701 of me 
respondents having 1E + years of service and 61t are still 
Constables. According to the staffing and pereonnel section 
of the RCMP in Halifax. Nova Scotia. the average length of 
senice in the R W P  when a Conscable is promoted co Corporporpol 
is 12 years. Of course not everyone can be promoted and not 
all offrcers want to be promoted. 
However, based on the researcher's personal experience as 
a police officer and conversacionr, with eenior officere. chose 
who desire to advance through the ranks and have nor yet 
succeeded often feel they have been unjustly passed over. 
T h i ~  feeling has resulted in some of these officers displaying 
resentment and cynicism towards RCMP management and the public 
w h ~  demand service. These same officers often refer to 
themselves an 'Eire proof,. meaning they have so much police 
service that RCnP management will not, and cannot, dismiss 
them from the job wlthour serious justification. As long as 
they 'taw the rope', they know their jobs are secure. 
Furthemre, the training rhat m y  of the senior 
officers experienced 20 years ago is certainly different from 
today's eraming. Training 20 years ago did not include 
anything on the principles of community policing. How chese 
senior officers view the changing nature of police work with 
the advent of community policing could have lasting 
implications on the effective implementatLon of community 
policing. especially if they do not receive any in-service 
training in this area. 
Turning now to look at the different sections in the RmtP 
in which ehese officers work. Table 5.4 presents the data. 
TABLE 5.4 
SECTION (10- BY m I I R  OF OFIICEILS AUU P E R C M  OF SAKE%. 
SECTION WORKED NUMBER OF OFFICERS PERCENT OF S M P L E  
DETACHMENT 
DRUG 
C & E  2 t  
OTHER 48 32e 
1n the above =able, if can be seen rhat 50C of the sample are 
currently working at the detachment level where officers 
provide their sarvices by answering public complaints and 
105 
conducting investigations into matters such as break and 
enter, rheff and domestic violence. Theae officers have the 
most direct contact with the general public. Only 61 of the 
sample work in the ~eneral ~nverrigerion section; BI in the 
Drug Section; 2% in the Customs and Excise section; 32% in 
.ocher' secrions of the RCMP and three respondents failed to 
reply to this question. 
=here were too many ,'other' sections of the RCMP to put 
them all do- on the questionnaire as possible choices or even 
co list them a11 here. However, soma of theae 'other' 
sections include the Identification Section. Staffing Section, 
Ab~riginal and Visible Minority Policing Section. Community 
policing and victim Services Section, Administration Section, 
Corporate Crime Section, Spacial Operations. Emergency 
Response Team (ERTI , Dog Handler Section. Copyright and 
mademark section. Firearms Section, Training Section, Airport 
Section, Media Relations Section. Polygraph Section, ecc. 
Only theae four eecrions toetachment Secrlon, General 
Investigative Section, Drug Section and rstom and Excise 
Section) were put on the questionnaire ne poseible responses 
to the question on 'sections worked' because the majority of 
RCMP officere work in these sections at the grass mots level. 
~lthough all police officers deal with the public at same 
level, officers from chese secrians have a lor of direct 
contact wifh members of the general public who will see and 
experience the effecre of community policing by dealing 
directly wifh these police officers on a daily basis. 
Table 5 . 5  presents the data on the findings for the past 
secondary educatron level of the respondents. 
TABLE 5 . 5  
Y81RS OF POST StCOtWARY WWCATIOU IIY *mBm OF OFPICERS AIW 
PERCEXC OF W L I  
YEARS OF POST ED.  NOMBER OF OFFICERS PERCENT OF SANPLE 
Table 5 . 5  shows that 3 0 . 7 %  of the sample indicated that they 
have no post secondary education; 2 8 . 7 t  of the respondents 
have 1-2 yeara; 2 6 . 7 1  have 3 - 4  years; 6 . 7 %  have 5 - 6  yeara; and 
2% have more than 7  years at the post secondary level. Eight 
0 YEIVlS 
I I 
5 - 6  YEARS 
4 6  3 0 . 7 %  
1 - 2  YEARS 
7 +YEARS I 3 I 2 . 0 %  
10 6 . 7 %  
3 - 4 W S  I 4 0  I 2 6 . 7 %  
4 3  2 8 . 7 %  
of the respondents (5.3%) did nor reply to the question on 
education. nenty seven point three percent (27.351 of 
respondems have completed university. 13.3% have completed 
college and 0 . 6 %  or 1 respondent completed post secondary 
education ar a private echaal. 
A large majority of the sample (69.31)  have some sort of 
post secondary education. This figure is relatively high 
considering the minimum education requirement for entry into 
the R m P  is still a grade 12 diploma. Many of these officers 
joined the R w  when education was not as highly valued as it 
is today. xowevar, only 41.2% of the sample have completed 
their post secondary education. 
There are eeveral implications of the wide range of 
education for community policmng. Cormicy policing requires 
officers with effective ~omnunicacion and interpersonal skills 
in order ro organize and implement commvnity policing projects 
and work hand-in-hand with community members to solve local 
troubling issues. These officers are also now required to de- 
escalate potentially violent situations, which might otherwise 
rewire the use of force, through increased verbal 
inCemention. In community policing, the use of force is 
considered the last option. An officer with a poet secondary 
education is more likely to have improved, at the very least, 
his/her comnvnication skills through schocling which may ease 
the transition from traditional to community policing. 
Fu~thermore, having a post secondary education increases one's 
knowledge base from which to draw when making decisions. 
Different education lavela may have an affect an the degree 
and willingness of officers to adopt c-unity policing. 
Having reviewed the characterierica of the sample, it 
appears ehac a variety of RCMP officers of different ages. 
ranks, and education levels have been selected. These 
officers also have various years of police experience and 
differem backgrounds when it comes to eections worked. The 
flndings on police attitudes for the sample can now be 
presented. 
POLICE A'n 'XrnLS 
The findings on the attitudes related to traditional and 
community policing are discussed below. The attitvdinal 
indicators of traditional policing all discussed in chapter 
three are crime control orientation, oeienratron towards the 
use of Lorce and orientation towards police solidarity. =he 
attitudinal indicators of community policing are service 
orientation and orientation toward both community support and 
cooperation. The general frequencies of these indicators are 
presented in Tabla 5.6 whish shows the number of respondents 
(N1, the mean score. the range of possible scores and 
respondents' minimum and maximum scores for each. For the 
range of possible ecores, the mid-point of each scale is also 
presented. indicated by 'HID'. 
Each of the abwe six attitudinal indrcators is discussed 
in detail below. The three attirudinal indicators of 
traditional policing are presented Liret. This is followed by 
a look at the Lindings on the attitudes relaced to community 
policing. 
One of the attitudinal indicators associated with 
traditional policing is a crime canrml orientation. with 
erght qvestions used to measure this atrirudinal area. the 
minxmum possible score is eight and the maximum possible score 
is forty (0 questions x 5 points).  able 5.7 presents the 
findings for crime control orientation whlch have been grouped 
into four categories: low (0-151, moderately low (16-231. 
moderately high (24-311 and high (32-40). 
111 
"cam 19.79.) Wiul 2 .  SCd *v 4 . 4 9 5  
Range 2 3 . 0 0 0  * m i n u n  10.000 Mxi- 31.000 
Valrd Eases 14s HXSSing cases 2 
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1n the above Tabla. it can be seen that 18.9% of the 
sample have a low crime control orientation; 6 0 . 1 1  are 
moderately low; 20.3% are moderately high; and only 0.7% or 1 
respondent has a high crime control orientation. The mean 
score for this indicator is 19 .797 ,  well below the mid-point 
of twenty four 124) on the scale. Respondents scored a 
minimum value of ten and a maximum value of thirty three. 
~hese data indicate that 79% of the sample have a 
moderately low to low crime control orientation. Twenty one 
percent I21V1 have a moderately high to high orientation. 
Hence, the sample does not have a high mine control 
orientation which would xndicate a traditional policing 
8 -15  
16-23 I 89  I 60.1% 
28 1 8 . 9 t  
attitude. A low crirne control orientation is. however, 
consistent with the cornunity policing philosophy. 
A low crime control orientation does nor coincide with 
the literature on socialization and the 'working personality' 
of palice officere as described in chapter two. Accol-ding to 
the literature. traditional police socialization and training 
focused lalge amounts of time on weapons use, self-defence and 
physical training, all of w h ~ c h  are crime control related. 
This type of traditional training often led recruits to 
believe that police work is physically challenging and 
dangerous and reaulted in officers developing a crime control 
orientation ILundman, 1380:811. However, the findings for 
thls research dispute this position. 
Furthermore. the 'working personality, literature also 
depicts police officers as being crime control oriented, 
describing officers as being crime fighters first and 
foremaat. FOI example, a study of role orientations in an 
unidentified Canadian Police force conducted by Permr and 
Taylor 11995, 173-1951 showed that police officers prefer ro 
see themselves as crime fighters rather than as service 
providers. These authors stare that the police found their 
crime fighting activities to be clearly more socially 
rignlficant and personally satisfying than other actrvleiea 
and perceived the highesr degrea of support from their peers. 
superiors and the public at large to be associated with these 
activities. 
Another study on police roles, in which over 1,200 United 
states police officers were surveyed, found that 72e of the 
sample perceived their police role as crime fighter as 
compared to *armed social worker' (Hunt, er al.. 1983). 
Furthermore, research in British Columbia, Canada, found 
police officers to be uneupportive of the social servlce role 
(Seagrave, 1997: 641. However, baaed on the researcherGs 
personal experience as a police officer In Cape Breton. Nova 
scotia. it is the social service role which preoccupies a 
great deal of a police officer's rime. 
A similar study to the current research on police 
acrirudes conducted in the United Stares by Brooks, Piquero 
and cronin (1993). revealed that officers w r e  uncomitted in 
their opinion when it came to crime control orientation.   he 
scores far the scale in their reeearch hovered around three in 
the Likert format which reflects an undecided position. Baaed 
on the literature, it appears that the finding of a l a  crime 
control orientation in the Nova Scotia R m P  contradicts much 
of the previous research on police attitudes. 
2 .  
A second attitudinal indicator of traditional policmng 
used in this study is an orientation towards the use of force. 
m v r  questions were used to measure thxe attifudinal area. 
~ h c  minimum possible score is four and the maximum possible 
score is w e m y  I4 questions x 5 pomtsl. Table 5.8 presents 
the findings far orientation towards the use of force. The 
scores on this indicator have also been grouped into fovr 
categories: low 14-71, moderately low 18-11), moderately high 
(12-151 and high 116-201. 
~ooking at Table 5 . 8 ,  8.1% of the aanplc have a law 
orientation towards the use of force, 46.6% are moderately 
low. 37.2% are moderately high and 8.1% have high orientation 
towards the use of force. The mean score for this indicator 
T-LE 5 . 8  
O I I I m A T I O U  TOWADDS TEE USE OF FORCE 
Meam 
Range 
11.196 Wdipn 1L.000 Std dnr 2.813 
13.000 M m i m  5 . 0 0 0  Mu%- 18.000 
Valid cases 118 M i s s 1 9  Eases 1 
VALUE GROUP NUMBER OF OFFICBRS P E R C m  
is 11.196. just below the mid-paint of 12 on the scale. 
4-7 I 12 
Re=pondents scored a minimum value of five and a maximum value 
of eighteen. 
8.1% 
These data indicace that 54.71 of the sample have a 
1 
moderately low to law orLencation towards the use of force. 
45.3% have a moderately high to high orientation. Thus. the 
sample is somewhat on the moderately lar to low aide of the 
scale. scores around the midpoint of the scale indicate char 
the majority of the officers are not highly oriented in either 
direction when it comes to the use of forcs. It appears that 
they are uncommitted in their psition. Haever, the overall 
arcitudinal orientation is slightly nore consistant with 
community policing than traditional policing 
This finding on the use of force is also contradictory to 
much of the literature on sosialiration and traditional police 
attitudes as they relate to the .working personality' of 
pOllCe officers. According to the literature review in 
chapter t w o ,  traditionally. the use of force by the police has 
been emphasized through recruitment and training whereby 
officers are taught to be defensive and alert to the ever- 
present possibility of danger. This type of socialization and 
training has resulted in police officers being oriented 
cowards the use and misuse of Lorce (Seagrave, 1997; 185). 
The quantity of time spent on physical training and ealf- 
defence at the police academy results in a misleading image of 
police work (Lundman. 1980:811. In addition, Seagrave 
l1997:1871 states that police agencies in the United Stares 
have a long history of corruption which is still evident 
today, such as the video recording of the beating of Rodney 
King. 
In the same vein, a study of police officer attitudes on 
issues of physical abuee in the United States in 1985 revealed 
that 62% of the officers surveyed agreed with the statement 
that an officer has the right to use exceesive force for 
refaliafion [carter, 1985; 3271. m d  23.1% of the same 
officers agreed that excessive force is eometimes necessary to 
show an officer's authority. 
In addition, according to the literature on 'wrking 
personality', police officers are depicted as authoritative, 
brutal, hard end cynical (Vincent, 1990:142-1611. However. 
the findings of this research do not support this position 
since the sample is not highly oriemad towards the use of 
force, nor are they strongly committad in either direction in 
their attitudes on farce. They are. however, slightly more 
Oriented on the low side of the scale. 
There current findings on the use of force are very 
similar to a study conducted by Brooks, ~iqvero and cronin 
(19931 in the U.S.A. which found police officers to be 
uncommitted in their opinion as well. Their sample scored 
almost perfectly on the mid-point of the Likert scale. 
reflecting an undecided position. Based on the researcher's 
personal experience as a police officer, this undecided 
opinion is not surprising given that a 'founded' public 
complaint for excessive use of force could be detrimental to 
an officer's career. Hence police officers rend co be very 
neutral in discussions on use of force, even amongst 
themselves. 
3 .  
The third indicator used to measure on officer's 
orientation toward traditional policing is *police 
solidarity.. Since four questions are used to measure this 
attitUdiM1 area, respondents' minimum possible score is four 
and the maximum is twenty 14 questione x 5 points). Table 5.9 
presents the findings for orlentation towards police 
solidarity which is also grouped into four categories: low ( 4 -  
71, moderately low (8-111, moderately high (12-15) and high 
116-201. 
Acc~rding to Table 5.9, 14.2% of the sample have a low 
orientation towards police solidarity, 62.8% are moderately 
low, 21.3% are moderately high and only 1.4% have high 
orientation towards police solidarity. The mean score for 
this indicator is 9.797. which is below the mid-point of 
T-LE S.9 
OIIB(TAT1m TuuAws POLICE SOLIDUIXY 
VALUE GROUP NUMBER OF OFFICERS PERCENT 
14.2% 
62. a* 
12-15 21.6% 
16-20 1.4a 
Mean 9.791) 10.001 9Cd dev 1.312 
Range 1 1 . 0 0 0  M m i m m  4.000 M x i m  15.080 
VZlld Eases 148 HiP~ing cacles 2 
twelve 112) on the scale. Respondents scored a minimum value 
of four and a maximum value of sixteen. 
These data indicate that 77t of the sample have a 
moderately low to Law orientation towards police solidarity 
while only 23t have a moderately high to high orientation. 
The majority of the sample arc very much on the moderately low 
to low side of the scale indicating an attitudinal orientation 
away from traditional policing and Inore consistent with 
community policing. In other words, a majority of officers in 
this sample are nor likely to tolerake infractions committed 
by fellow officers 
Again, this finding is contradictory to much of the 
literature on the socialization of traditional police 
officers, the 'working personality' of police officers and 
the police eubculfure. According to the lrtararure revrewed 
in chapter two, frainlng and socialxrat~on ar the police 
academy results in the recruit identifying with fellow 
officers. In addition, during field training, the trainee 
learns that in order to be protected from hidher o m  
mistakes, s/he must protect other officers. This same 
literature argues that officers are inclined to cover up a 
fellow officers, brutal acts. petty thefts and other illegal 
activity (Manen. 1973:410-4111. The premise stated is that 
officers would never tell on another police officer, no matter 
",hat he or she does. 
Fvrfhe-re, according to the l~terature on .working 
personality'. police officers are descrxbed as secretive in an 
environment that is perceivad as hostile. However. the 
flndings for this study do not support this position. 
Officers in the current research have a low orientation toward 
police solidarity indicating non-tolerance of infractions 
commicced by fellow officers. Compared to the research an 
police solidarity conducted in the U.S.A.  by B r o o k s ,  Piquero 
and Cronin 119931. officers in their study scored above the 
mid-paint of the Likert scale reflecting a positive 
orientation toward hiding a fellow officer's infractions. 
In sum. the findings on these three attitudinal 
indicators show that the sample has a moderately low to low 
orlentation towards traditional policing. For all three 
indicators (orientation towards crime control, use of force 
and police solidarifyl, the majority of the sample fell in the 
low and moderately low categories. For the traditional 
policing indicators, the findings demonstrate that the sample 
has an attitude that is more consistent with the goals and 
methods of community policing than those of traditional 
policing. The findings also contradict much of the literature 
on traditional policing and the 'working personality' of 
police officers. 
CcmmuITY OOLICMO 
1. 8 g R V I C E z  
,Service orientation' ia one of the attitudinal 
indicators of community policing. A total of nine questions 
were used to measure an oiiiccr'a orientation towards service. 
~espondent~' mininum possible score for this indicator is nine 
and the maximum possible score is forty five (9 questions x 5 
points). Table 5.10 preaents the Lindings far service 
orientation. The response scores have been grouped info four 
categories: low 19-17), nnderately low (18-261, moderately 
high (27-351 and high (36-451. 
TABLE 5 .10  
SERVICE O R I m A T I O N  
In the above table, it can be seen that the mean score far 
this indicator is 33.183. which is well above the mid-point oL 
twenty seven on the scale. Respondents -cared a minrmum value 
of twenty three and a maximum value of forty two. No one in 
the sample has a low service orientation and only 6.3% have a 
moderately low eervice orientation. 
VALUE GROUP NUMBER OP OFFICERS PERCENT 
9-17 
18-26 
27-35 
36-45 
0 
9 
87 
46 
0 %  
6.3% 
61.3% 
32.4% 
This is an extremely important finding. These officers 
were all trained to perform in the traditional policing model 
where service was nor stressed as the most important role of 
a police officer. Yet, none of these officers have a low 
service orientation. IS crime fighting was ravghr to be the 
most important role of a traditional police officer. one would 
expect that at least some officers would have a low service 
orientation. As stated above in the discussion on crime 
control ~rientation, previous research indicates that polics 
officers prefer to see themselves as crime fighters and are 
vnsvpporrive of the social service role l~erroe and ~aylor, 
1995: 173-1351 Hunt, ef al., 1983; Seagrave. 1997: 641. 
However, the majority of chis sample fall in the 
moderately high and high categories for service orientation. 
sixty one point three percant (61.311 of the sample population 
have a moderately high service orientation and 3 2 . 4 %  have a 
hlgh service orientaciom. This means that 93.7% of the sample 
have a moderately high to high service orientation which 
Indicates an attitudinal orientation very much consistent with 
community policing. Again, it these officers were trained for 
traditional policing, where does the high servlce orientation 
come from? 
Several explanations may account for this finding. Most 
RCMP officers in Nova Smtia uork in smaller rural cornmities 
where residents and police officers often know each other by 
their fzrsc names. These offrcera have always been encouraged 
by senior management to become involved in their communiries 
x n  some manner such as leaders of wolf Cubs, Boy Scouts or 
army Cadets. Based on personal conversations with several 
senior members of the RCMP in Nova Scotia during a 
~ransfomational Leadersh~p course held at the Canadian Coast 
Guard College in the Fall of 1997, fhese officers argue that 
they have always conducted community policing in these smaller 
communities except if was never labelled ' c o m i t y  policing'. 
They contend that the only thing that has changed with the 
adoption of 'community policing' is the degree and level of 
Community involvement in policing issues. The community now 
has mare input in deciding policing priorities through medium 
such as policelcommuniry coneultative groups. Forming 
partnerships with residents and providing services to the 
community have nor changed. 
-other possible contributing factor for rhe finding of 
a high service orientation is the posting of information 
bullec~ns and signs regarding community policing in all RCMP 
detachments across Canada.  he philosophy and definition of 
community policing according to the RCMP, including the idea 
of service to the public. ie posted on the walls in all RCMP 
detachment offices for everyone to read. Howaver. thie 
posting of information has not been accompanied by in-senrice 
training for all members. 
Policlng amall rural communities and posting signs about 
community vlicing in all RMP detachments may be 
contributing factors in explaining the finding of a moderately 
high to high service orientation in the current research. 
This finding also contradicts the literature on the .working 
personality' of police officers discussed in chapter two which 
describes police officers as impersonal and ignorant. The 
findings Lor thie research do not support this position. If 
these officers ware impersonal and ignorant. it is doubteul 
they would have a high service orientation. Nowhere in the 
current literature are police officers described as having a 
high semice orientation. Parthermore. the etudy conducted by 
~rooks, ~ i q u e m  and Cronin 119931. reveals that their sample 
was undecided in their position on service orientation. 
scoring around the mid-point oL the Likert scale. which 
reflects an undecided position cowards eervice orientation. 
A high service orientation indicates an attitude consistent 
wlrh community policing and is also inconsistent with other 
research on police attitudes (Hunt, et al.. 1983; Brooks, 
Piquelo and Cronin. 1993; Permt and Taylor. 1995; Seagrave, 
19971. 
a .  
A second attitudinal indicator of canonunity policing used 
in this study is orientation towards community cooperation. 
FLve queetiona were used to measure an officer's orientation 
towards this indicator with a minimum possible score of five 
and the maximvm possible score of twenty five ( 5  questions x 
5 points). Table 5.11 presents the findings for orientation 
towards community cooperation. Again, the response scores 
have been grouped into four categories: low 15-91, moderately 
low (10.14). moderately high (15-191 and high (20-25). 
TABLE 5.11 
ORIEXATION TVNARDS C m  COQPImTIOU 
WCM 2 . 7  Medim 11 .000  SLd dev 2.026 
Range 12.000 H m r m u n  13.000 l luinnvn 1 5 . 0 0 0  
Valid slecll 145 Mzsslng cases 4 
The mean score for this indicator is 21.178. which is well 
above the mid-point of fifteen on the scale. Five respondents 
scored the maximum possible value of twenty five with the 
lowest respondent scoring a minimum value of thirteen. 
Looking at table 5.11. the findings for orlentation 
towards community cooperation indicate that no one in the 
Sample fell in the low orientation category and only one 
respondent 10.7%) fell in the moderately low category. This 
finding is very imporrank since it is not consistent with 
officers who were trained and socialized to perform in the 
VALUE GROUP NUWdER OF OFFICeRS PERCENT 
I 5-9 10-14 1 1 I 0.7* 0 0% 
traditional policing model. ?.s stated in chapter three, one 
of the most consistent findings in the literature on 
traditional policing is that the palice see themselves ae 
existing in an adversarial relationship with the public 
(Shearing, 1981:3751. In craditronal policing, the public are 
estranged from the police and are not involved in the decision 
making process regarding crime and cornunity problems 10reen 
and Maatrofski, 1988). A finding of no one with a low 
community cooperation orienfatlon and only one respondent with 
a moderately low orientation is vary much inconsistent with 
the l~terature on traditional policing. 
Even more interesting is the fact that 14.4% of the 
sample have a moderately high orientation toward community 
cooperation and 84.9% have a high orientation.   his means 
that 99.3% of the sample have a moderately high to high 
orlentation towards community cooperation. These findings 
clearly show that the sample does possess an attitude towards 
community cooperation that is very much consistent with the 
pals and philosophy of community palicing. It also 
contradicts much of the literature on traditionally trained 
police officers and their 'working personality'. 
According to Skolnick and Bayley (1988:lO) traditional 
police officers are estranged from the camunity because they 
view themselves as professionals who understand better than 
the public what musf be done to preserve the community and 
enforce the law. The officers in thia research were 
traditionally trained. However, they posseas an attitude 
which indicate- they are nor estranged from the community but 
are mare than willing to accept community input and cooperate 
with community members to solve troublesome local issues. 
Furthermore. the literature argues that traditional 
formal police training and socialization focused on creating 
norms of defensiveness, proEeasionaliern and depersonalization 
IHarr~n, 1973). However, the officers in thia research do not 
appear to possess attitudes which would indicate they are 
defensive when dealing with the commmity nor do they view 
themselves as professionals who know better than the public. 
These officers possess attitudes whish indicate their 
wlllinmrese to work with the community on a personal level. 
This finding of a high orientation towards community 
cooperation is also inconsistent with the literature on the 
'working personality' of police officers which describes them 
as cynical. secretive, ignorant and sceptical of the public. 
I£ the officers in =hie research possessed these traits it is 
unlikely that they would be willing to accept input f m m  the 
community and cooperate with community memhers. 
Compared with the study conducted by B m o k s ,  Piquero and 
cronin 119931, officers in the current research appear to have 
a much higher orientation towards community cooperation than 
dld officers in their sample. However. in their research, 
~ r w k a ,  Piquero and cronin I19931 used four questions in which 
they asked police officers to estimate the percent of citizens 
who would be willlng to cooperate with them in cercain 
situations. This question was used to measure the officer's 
perception of community cooperation. =he actual level of 
citizen cooperation was not measured. officers in their 
Sample est~mated that only 64% of citizens would cooperate 
with them m some way. A high orienration towards community 
cooperation in the current research reflects an officers 
attitude towards receiving and soliciting the public's help in 
dealing with enforcement and community problems, which is 
quite high. 
3 .  
The third artitudinal indicator of cormunity policing is 
orientation toward cmmunify support. To meaeusa chis 
indicator. five questions were used to give a minimum possible 
score of five and a maximum possible score of twenty five ( 5  
questions x 5 poincsl. The findings for orientation toward 
community support are presented in Table 5.12. As wlth the 
Other ~ndicators, the response scores have been grouped into 
f o u ~  categories: low 15-91. moderately low (10-14) .  moderately 
high (15-19) and high (20-25). 
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sample have a moderately low to low orientation towards 
community support. The vast majority of the sample (97.3%) 
have a moderately high to high orientation towards conmuniry 
support. These findings contradict the literature on 
traditionally trained police officers and their 'working 
personality'. Ae stated above, one of the most consistent 
findings in the literature on tradirional policing is that the 
police see themselves as existing in an adversarial 
relationship with the public (Shearing, 1981:3751. They also 
view themselves as professionals who know better than the 
public what must be done to preserve the community (Skolnick 
and Bayley, 1988:lol. Hence a finding that traditionally 
trained police officers are willing to accept the public's 
advice and work with community members to gain respect and 
support 1s inconsistent with the literature. 
Furthermore. according to the literature on 'warking 
personality' discussed in chapter two, traditional 
occupational socialization into police work produces officere 
who are suspicious. secretive, authoritative. violent and 
cynical (Vincent. 1990; Roberg and Kuykendall, 19931. The 
findings for this indicator contradict this position and 
demonstrate that the sample unequivocally possesses an 
attitude towards community support consistent with the 
community policing philosophy. 
In addition, looking at the study conducted by Brooks, 
Piquero and Cronin (19931, offrcers in their eample were found 
to be uncommirced in rherr position on community support, 
scoring around the mid-point of the Likert scale. Their 
research examined officers' beliefs that citizens respect 
them, abuse them or treat them fairly. The current research 
surveyed the attitudes of officers towards accepting the 
advice on policing issues and working wlth cornunity 
members to gain respect and support, receive fair treatment 
and reduce abuse. 
TO sum up, the findings show that the sample has a 
moderarely high to high orientation towards community 
policing. More specifically, the majority of the sample have 
a moderately high service orientation and a high orientation 
cowards both community cooperation and support. Hence, the 
sample has an attitude that is consistent with the goals and 
methods of communify policing. The findings also contradict 
much of the lireratvre on traditionally trained police 
officers and the 'working personality'. 
CORRELATION 07 W AlTIRIDES 
u 1  che attitudinal indicators of both styles of policing 
have been correlated with each other and the results are 
presented below. Table 5.13 present- the data utilizing 
Pearson correlations. 
ÿ any of the correlations are relatively ineiymificant. 
However. some meaningful relationships do appear. ~\s was 
expected. crime sancrol orientation is negatively correlared 
with service Ir- -.36). Traditional police officers who are 
crime control oriented are unlikely to view service as the 
appropriate role of the police and vie= a versa. Also as 
expected. service orientation is positively carrelaced with 
orientacion towards both connnunity cmperation Ir- .55121 and 
communi~y support (r- .5079). ~ w e v e r ,  crime control 
orientation has an opposite relationship with these 
indicators. crime control orientation is negatively 
correlated with both community cooperarion lr= -.3479) and 
communify suppart (r- -.3479). Orientation towards community 
cooperation has a positive association wirh orientation 
towards community support lr= .58931. Not surprisingly, crime 
control orienraeron has a positive association wirh 
orientation towards the use of force (r- .5455). 
One surprising finding is that police solidarity is not 
si~nificantly correlated with crime control orientation nor 
With orientation towards the use of force. All three are 
traditional palicing indicator*. One might expect the three 
indicators of traditional policing to be positively 
correlated. However, the findings indicate that the only 
indicators significantly correlated with police aolidaricy are 
service orientation (r= -.31511 and orienration towards 
cOmmunity avpport lr= - . 24041 .  These negative correlations 
mean that officers who have a high service orientation and a 
high orientation towards cmunity support are more likely to 
report a co-vorker'a infractione. Orientation towards the use 
of force was found to be not significantly related to the 
community policing indicators. This may be attributed to the 
fact char many of the officers were undecided in their 
posrtion on use of force, scoring around the midpoint of the 
scale which is a neutral point.   here are no other 
oignificanc. correlations between the indicators, and the 
standard deviations were small. 
In conclusion. the findings for all six attitudinal 
indicators suggest that the sanrple does poseees che rewired 
attitudes to conduct comnvnity policing while at che a- time 
remaining aomevhar cornitred to the qualities of the 
traditional style of policing. Generally speaking, officers 
were uncommitted in their atticudeo towards the use of force 
and, to some degree, towards police solidarity as well since 
officers scored near the midpoint of the Likerr scale for both 
indicators. 
one thing is clear from the analysis, crime concml 
orientation and service orientation are opposites. They are 
negatively correlated in chis study and others. Furthermore, 
service orientation is associated with so called 'poeitive' 
attitudes such as the belief in working with community member- 
for support and solving local troubling issues. Service 
orientation ra also inversely correlated wirh 'negative' 
attitudes such as police solidarity where officers are 
inclined to hide fellow offices' infractions. 
*long the same lines. officers who are oriented to crime 
control appear to feel more negative towards working with the 
community for support and cooperation. Furthermore. these 
same officers seem to he more inclined to use force against 
those they arrest. f he findings suggest that crime control 
oriented officers see the community in a leas favourable light 
than service oriented officere. The eample is more service 
oriented than crime sontml oriented. 
- SIX 
CONCLllSIOl AWD SVOmSTIOSS FOR SVmXE XES-B 
CONCL118TON 
This thesis examines police attitudes concerning their 
communities and their policing roles. The attitudes of 150 
RCMP officers across the province of Nova Scofia, who were 
trained and socialized to perform in the traditional model of 
policing, are measured using a closed-ended questionnaire with 
a Llkert scale. The questionnaire measures six different 
attitudinal indicators related to policing: three indicators 
are related to ,traditional policing' (crime control 
orientation. orientation toward force and orientation toward 
police solidarity) and three are associated wich 'community 
Policing' (eervlce orientation, orientation toward community 
cooperation and orientation toward canmunity support). 
A high orientation rward crime control, force and police 
solidarity is expected in traditional policing. The research 
findinqs show that the majority of the sample have a 
moderately la, to la, orientation towards all ehree indicators 
of traditional policing. These findings indicate that the 
sample has an attitude that is more consistent with the ideas 
and philosophy of community policing than that of traditional 
policing. 
It is relevant to note that there is nothing 
intrinsically problematic with an emphasis on a crime control 
orientation. Even with rhe advent of connnmity policmng. 
society will continue to see the value of reactive policing 
and the apprehension of criminals. However, a rigid adherence 
to the crime fighting m l e  m y  alienate officere from the 
community and contribute to officers experiencing role 
conflict aa police institutions continue to promote and 
encourage the service orientation aspect of community 
policing. It is important for community policing that 
officers see other beneficial roles of police work, and no= 
see crime fighting as their only role. 
In the same vein, a high orientation toward service, 
commvnlty cooperation and community support is expected of 
commu~ity police officers. The findings s h w  that the aample 
has a moderately high to high service orientation, a high 
orientation towards community cooperation and a high 
orientation towards conanunity support. The findings indicate 
that officers are oriented favourably cowards these indicators 
05 comuniry policing. Hence, the findings for the s-le 
euggest that officers do possess the rewired arrirudes to 
conduct cornunity policing while at rhe same rime remaining 
somewhat comnifted to the qualities of che traditional style 
of policing. 
A general portrait of police offisera who are the least 
oriented toward community policing are Constables. 25-30 years 
old with 5-10 years service, who have nor worked in any 
previoue oectzon of the R Q ~ P  other than their current section. 
P O ~ L C ~  ~fficers who are che moat oriented ro community 
policing have more than 16 years service, have waded in other 
sections of the RCMP, are at leasf 36 years old and have 
worked in their current section 3 years or less. Hence, the 
findings show that as officers get older, gain mora 
experience, move up the ranks and into different sections. 
= h e n  orientation toward both crime control and force 
decreases, resulting in officers having a higher orientation 
cowards community policing. 
an important finding worthy of note relates to tha fact 
that the public has more contact with Constables than any 
other r&. Constables are ofcen given the responsibility of 
implementing many of the cmmunity policing programs and 
delivering services to community members. Kouavar, the 
findings show that constables have the hrgherrt crime control 
orientafion. the loweer service orientation and =he lowest 
orientation toward both community cooperation and community 
supprf of all the ranks. In sum, Constablea were found to be 
the lease community-minded. Evan though Constables possess 
the required attitudes to conduct community policing, the 
findings indicate that Chey are a little behind the higher 
ranks in their community policing ooienration. 
The findings of this research are extremely important 
because they indicate a considerable variation in attitudes 
among Nova scotia RCMP officers. These findings contradict 
the homogeneous "working personality" portrayed in the 
literature (Vincent, 19901. Based on the findings from this 
research, one can clearly see that there is not a single 
personality type with all police officers possessing the same 
attitudes. 
~hese findings also call into question the extent to 
which the police subculmrc commonly described in the 
literature sf111 exists today (Skolnick. 1966. N~ederhoffer. 
1967; Porceaen, 1992; Griffiths and Verdun-Jones, 1994). 
Many of the theories an the polrce subculture and the .working 
personality" were developed aver thirty years ago (Skolnick, 
1966; Niederhoffer, 19671. Much has changed in the realm of 
policing since that time. The findings from this research 
indicate that there is much diversity in the axtam to which 
police officers exhibit a common working personality or share 
similar attitudes. 
~urthemore, in general, the attitudes of  ova scotia 
police officers contrast with previous research in Canada and 
the U.S.A. (Seagrave. 1997; Perrot and Taylor. 1995; Hunt, et 
a1.,19831. Nowhere in any previous literature are police 
officers described as having a high service orientation and a 
low crime control orientation. The environment in which the 
police officers work may have an affect on attitudes. It is 
questionable whether or not police officers (from the same 
organization) employed in small rural coMnvnities would 
P088eSS similar attitudes as their fellow officers working in 
a large urban setting. i.e. police attitudes may vary with the 
type of community policed. 
In conclusion, police institutions interested in 
implementing some aspect of cornunity policing to improve 
relations between the police and the cwvnunity would benefit 
by considering the attitudes of their officers involved in 
these programs. Based on this research, it seeme important to 
have some knowledge of the attitudes of officers toward their 
cammunlty and their policing roles so that these attitudes can 
be influenced in a positive way. Connnuniry plicing seems to 
be here co stay and police forces will continue to confront 
any future challenges using the service mods1 of policing. 
Obviou~ly other characteristics besides 'socialization, 
affect officer attitudes and these were not included in the 
research. Factors such as the organizational structure of chc 
police force. the promtian process for officers and 
nerghbourhood characteristics play a role in shaping police 
attitudes. In addirion, the extent to which the police 
subcul~ure exists in all police departmente can be questioned. 
1x1 canada, there are several different police agencies 
includ~ng the R M P ,  provincial. municipal and regional forces. 
It is questionable whether or not police officers from 
different police agencies share a similar subculture in ferns 
of attitudes. More research needs to be conducted in these 
areas to obtain a better understanding of factors affecting 
police attitudes and the extent to which the traditional 
polrce subculture as described by Skolnick (1966) exists in 
today's police agancles. 
~ufure research may also focus on comparing the 
atcxtudes of police officers from the same agency who work in 
different environments such as mral, community environments 
versu8 more urban settings. Perhapa common subcultural 
characteristics may be more prevalenr in certain environments. 
It would be interesting to examine the attitudes of R M P  
officers who are rer-zeible for policing s-11 rural 
communities in  ova scotia as compared to RCHP officers 
working in North Vancouver or Surrey, British Columbia. 
There is also a need far coqaracive research with junior 
officers who have recently been socialized into community 
policing. However, this research would have to be conducted 
outside of Nova Scofia in a location where the RCHP have a 
sufficient number of officers who have recently been trained 
under the community policing philosophy. Aa previously 
mentioned. the malority of new recruits with the R M P  are 
transferred to Britiah Columbia dlrectly after training. 
Comparing the atritudes of new recruits in the RCHP to more 
senior Officers may shed some light on factors affecting 
police attitudes. 
There ie also a need for a longitudinal study examining 
the attitudes of officers with different levels of seniority. 
The findinga for this study indicate different attitudes 
amongst officers with different levels of seniority. However, 
there is no way of knowing if the attitudes of the officers 
reflect the different experiences of different cohorts or 
change over time. Only a longitudinal study can answer this 
question. Certainly, more research needs to be conducted in 
these areas to batter understand which other factor- affect 
police attitudes and whether or not one single police 
subculture still exista today. 
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TO whom it may concern, 
~y name in CST.  avid   illy of the cape Breton Regional 
R.C.M.T. Detachment. In a few days you will be receiving in 
the marl a questionnaire on police attitudee. The purpose of 
this letter is to ask for your co-operation in a study I am 
conducting through the Department of sociology at Memorial 
Universrcy in partial requirement for an M.A. degree. You are 
1 of 200 -er. of the R.C.Y.P. ' r . n d d y '  e.1ct.d to 
participate in thi. mtudy. Participation in this study is 
voluntary. I realize that w already have enough papework to 
do and our time is very valuable, so 1 have made this 
questiomaire as brief as possible to ensure it can be 
completed in the least amount of rime while still covering the 
reievdnt issues. 
I cannot stress enough that your 'timely' participation 
in this study is n-cessary to make thia research successful 
since ozly 200 members have been selected to take part. So 
please take a few minutes to complete the questionnaire as 
soon as you receive it and not file it to do later. Your 
responses are gululnnteod 1005 confid.nti.1 r. you d l 1  not be 
required to mkr m y  id.nriti.bl. -La on the rnurv.y. lust 
return the questionnaire in the self addressed envelope 
provided. 
I would like to TIUWR YOU in advance for your co- 
operation and participation in thia survey. Please contact me 
via ROSS (DLILLY) or phone (902) 564-1303 (1) OR (9021 539- 
2032 (Hl at any time iF you have any questions or reservaticns 
atout this research. I will gladly respond to your concerns 
or cammenzs. You may also contact Dr. Robert Hill. my thesis 
supervisor at Memorial gnlnlversity ((709) 737-7453 work1 if you 
have any questions about this research project. 
Thank you for your time 
DAVID LILLY. CST. 
APPmwIx B 
POLICE OFPICER'S QUESTIONNAIRE 
1n recent years, police Eorces across Canada and araund 
the world have began to revise police practises rith little or 
no input from police officers on their attitudes towards 
policing issueas. However, this survey is intended to do just 
chat, to solicit police officer attitudes in several policing 
areas. A number of statements concerning these matters 
follow. you are asked co give your p.r-l opinion- about 
each statement. 
=he firs= section of this questionnaire solicits a far 
personal characteristics about you. P l e a s e  circle the 
appropriaea raspanse telow each question making sure no 
personal identification is placed on the questionnaire. 
~aonber.  a11 oomp1et.d qu~1.ti-ir. .re totally lronynoun 
and re.ul+s rill cnly he producad fn aggregate rt*ti.tics. 
=he second section of the queatiomarre deals 
specifically with poiice attitudes. Specifically, this is 
what you are asked to do. Kead each statement and using :he 
answer key provided below, decide on the extent to which you 
-psrson.lly agree or disagree rich the statement. Then 
circle the appropriate response on the line below the 
statement. 
You may find yourself agreeing strongly with some of the 
statements and disagreeing just  an strongly with others. In 
each inseance, circle the response that comes closest to 
representing your 0- -p.taonrl- opinion. Be sure you make 
only one choice for each statement. Please do not skip any 
items. 
KEY: SA= Strongly Agree 
A- Agree 
N- Ne~tral 
D- Disagree 
SD= Strongly Disagree 
PERSONAL -1STICS: SECTION nta 
what is your age group? 
25-30 31-35 36-40 41-45 46 UP 
what is your sax? 
M U E  FEMALE 
what is your race? 
WHITE NATIVE BIACK OTKER lspecifyl 
what is your currem rank? 
CST. -1. S t .  Stf. Sgt 
HOW many years have you been a member of the R.C.M.P.? 
5-10 il-15 16-20 21-25 25 up 
1n what section of the R.C.M.P. are you currently 
working? 
Det. GIs DRUGS C-IWD-E O m :  
Xow many years have you worked in your current section? 
0-3 4-7 8-11 12-15 16 OR MORE 
1n what section did you work prlor to yoor current 
section? (IF ANY) 
None Det. 11s DkUGS C-IWD-E OTHER:- 
HOW many years did you work in this pre~i~us section? (IF 
WPLICVILEI 
0-3 4-7 8-11 12-15 15 OR MORE 
10. I€ you have worked in any other sections before those 
indicated in questions 7 and 8, please indicate below 
which ones and the number of years served? 
~ a n e  Det. GIs DRUOS C-AND-E m: - 
0-3 4-7 6-11 12-15 15 OR MORE 
11. what type. if any, of past secondary educational facility 
have you attended? 
NONE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE PRIVATE 
12. If you attended a post secondary facility. did you 
complete your field of study (CIRax BOT APPLICABLE, OR 
m s  OR NO mmBl W O m  FaCILITY)? 
NOT APPLIC?J3LE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE PRIVATE 
YES NO YES NO YES NO 
13. HOW m y  years of post-secondary education do you possess 
in total (including ccmpleted and non-completed 
programs)? 
1. I€ police officers in high crime areas had fewer 
restrictions on their use of force, many of the serious 
crime problems in those neighbourhcods would be greatly 
reduced. 
2 .  when a police officer is accused of using too much force. 
only other police officers are qualified to judge. 
3 .  Co-operating with the media will help the police receive 
fair treatment by the press. 
I. one role of a police officer ie to handla calla that 
involve social or personal problems where no crlrna is 
involved. 
5. police officers must sometimes use unethical means to 
accomplish enforcement of the law. 
6 .  police officers should work with the community to gain 
respec= and support. 
7. I vould arrest  a fellow officer far driving while 
intoxicated. 
8. police officers would be more effective if =hey didn't 
have r o  worry about .probable cause' requirements €or 
searching citizens. 
9. Police should help settle family dispuces even when no 
crime has occurred lie: no assaults or threats). 
community m e w b e r s  should call the police if they see 
something suspicious. 
SA A N D SD 
police officers ahould be allowed to use choke-holds 
=gainst everyone who resists arrest. 
SA A N D SD 
  any of the decisions by the Supreme Court interfere with 
the ability of police to fight crime. 
SA A N D SD 
police should handle public nuisance problems. 
SA A N D SD 
working with the community will increase :he public's 
support of pol~ce actions and reduce community prob1err.s. 
I would report a fellow officer for clearly violating a 
citizenas chartered rights. 
Police officers should assist sick or injured persons. 
SA A N D SD 
=he public ahould call the police to report community 
problems such as noisy juveniles in naighbourhoods. 
SA A N D SD 
18. police officers should be allowed to use pepper spray to 
combat any degree of resistance to arrest. 
19. sometimes police are justified in using "questionable 
practices" to achieve good ends. 
SA R N D SO 
20. police officers should assist citizens who are lacked out 
of their cars. 
SA A N D SD 
21. Cowrmnity support of the police is greatly improved by an 
officer's willinqness to accept public advlce on 
policing issues. 
22. Police should be able to use deadly force against an 
armed suspect. even if no one'a life is in 'inmediate' 
danger. 
23. A good patrol officer is one who patrols for serious 
violations rather than responding to lon-emergency calls 
for service. 
24. Police officers should be responsible for organizing, 
~mplernenting and assessing programs with the aid of the 
public to overcome enforcement problems. 
SA R N D SD 
25. A n  effective patrol officer is one who prefers to stop a 
number of vehicle*, and run warrant checks on people who 
look suspicious than to respond to calla for public 
assistance. 
25. 1n order to prevent crime, it is more effective to stop 
and question juveniles on their actions than to waste 
time developing personable relations with them. 
27. Policing should be seen as a service organization 
28. Police officers acting in a Service capacity do not 
detract from rheir ability to fight crime. 
29. Working with the commvnity reduces =he likelihood of the 
public physically abusing the police. 
SA A V D SD 
3C. I would report a fellow officer foe clearly using 
'unnecessary' force 1e.g. hicting with a defensive baton. 
kicking, punching) when making an arrest. 
SA A N D SD 
31. iitizene should report 'all' crimes to the police if chey 
are victimized. 
SA A N D SD 
32. police officers a h d d  solicit ccmmiry participation in 
comm.unity policing prcgrams. 
33. 1t i. a police obligation to respond to publrc calls for 
assistance. 
5 4 .  The police must be responsive to the political fozces in 
the community (e.9. community council ad other conmunity 
qroups) . 
35. I would ticket a fellow officer for speeding if a warning 
did not suffice. 



